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Officials clash over budget
Omission of complex
causes community stir
Vanessa Childers
Managing Editor
vchilders@thenews.org

and

Melissa Kilcoyne
Editor in Chief
mkilcoyne@thenews.org

When former Univ~rsity President
F. King Alexander learned last week
that Gov. Ernie Fletcher's budget proposal omitted Phase III of the science
complex, he was angry.
When he learned Robbie Rudolph,
secretary of the executive cabinet and
Murray resident, said Murray State
never lobbied to thl• governor for its
funding, he got suspicious.
"Of course, they submitted a budget
proposal, but no one personally from
Murray State ever came to the budget
office or to Gov. Fletcher's office,"
Rudolph said. "I don't know about
being required, but I think it'!i an
advantage to come and tell us about
your requests."
He said most university presidents
visit the governM's office about four
times a year but s;~id neither Alexan·
der nor Interim University President
Kern Alexander spoke with Fletcher,
his staff or budget office officials.
Jodi Whitaker, pr~ss secretary for
the governor, said she, too. could con·
firm no Murray State representative
met with Fletcher.
However, Murray State officials
deny these claims.
Terry Strieter, faculty regent, said
Murray State's exclusfon from the
budget is "absolute nonsense."

F~. King
Alexander

Robbie
Rudolph

Former
University
President

Secretary of the
Executive
Cabinet

"To say [hat Murray State is not
lobbying is just not accurate," Stricter
said. ".Every univ0rsity in Kentucky
has to be advocates for themselves.
Murray State is no different,"
King Alexander said the University
employs lobbyists, has legislative sup·
port from Rep. Melvin Henley, RMurray. and Sen. Ken Winters, RMurra)', and also lobbies via the
Council on Postsecondary Education.
"Thi!; is simply Mr. Rudolph's
attempt to dig himself out of a hole,"
Alexander said.
Rudo!ph said he did not know if
direct 1:ontact with the governor's
office would help universities receive
funding.. However, it c.·c)uld be a f~c
tor.
Alexander said Fletcher's office
knew Murray State wanted funding

<:ou rt«'sy of Orvi lie Hernr Ion

Murray State officials dedicate the new biology building (Phase I of the science complex) June 17,
2004. Funding for construction of Phase m remains in question after Gov. Ernie Fletcher's budget
proposal. When Phases n and III are constructed, the entire complex will r eplace Blackburn.
for the facility but chose to ignore it.
"The governor was aware there was
a third phase because he'd graciously
awarded us a second phase," Alexan·
dcr said.
He said Murray State lobbied no
differently for Phase II than for Phase
m. so he wonders why one and not
the other was dismissed.
"I suspect that, one, Robbie
Rudolph has a vendetta against Mur·
ray State and has pulle~ this building
out of the budget or that, two, he has
no idea how state proced ures work or

how the CPE's role factors into the
state's budget process," Alexander
said.
However, Rudolph said there is no
reason to question his or Fletcher's
commitment to the University.
"To say that the governor's office is
not supportive of Murray State is
ridiculous," Rudolph said. "I've been
supportive of Murray State in time
and funding for years- significantly."
The CPE had listed Phase I1I of thr
complex as the No. S priority under
postsecondary education centt'r pro·

Plans progress for Clark replacement
Emlly Wuchner
Staff Writer
ewuchner@thenews.org

Scott Prager, sophomore from
Ashland. knows firsthand the struggles of living in Clark College. When
he returned to campus after the holidays, his room had a new view.
"I came back from break, and the
roof had fallen in," Prager said.
A sheet of plywood covers the
gaping hole in the ceiling, which
Prager said should be patched soon.
However, aftl'r years of living in
two-bedroom, one-bath suites with
cinder-block walls and outdated features, some Murray State students
may now look forward to a modern
residence~ hall full of functioning
appliances and free of lea~<;.
Kathe Payne-Boget, sophomore
from Anna, IJI., said the roof in her
Clark College room leaks, the toilet
does not flush correctly and the
shower floods. She is excited about
the new building - especially the
larger rooms.
"I like the people here, but the
building is pretty dumpy, so it will
help our community if we get a new
building," Paync·Boget said.
Plans for the new C-shaped facility, scheduled to open in fall 2007,
show a four-story, red-brick building
t.hat offers several room arrangements for more than 300 people.
Students can choose to live in
two-person rooms with private bathrooms or select a more group-friend·
ly arrangement that allows three or
four residents to live together. If
four friends wish to share a room,
they can have private bedrooms but
share a bathroom, a kitchenette and
a living room.
Competition for shower usage
every morning can be fierce.
Jonathan Reburn, freshman from
Sturgis, said private bathrooms will

courtesy of htrilitics M,m.Igem!'nt

Officials plstn to complete construction of the new Clark College in June 2007. The new residence hall fieatures private bathrooms and some apartment-like suites.
eliminate this probkm.
"It will be a lot more convenient
for the student~ who live in Clark,"
Rcburn said.
He also hopes the walls in the new
building will be thick~r and the
rooms equipped with better air con·
ditioning units.
Some features also include
kitchens, laundry rooms. study
lounges .and two meeting rooms
complete with two-story vaulted
ceilings.
Whitney Riddle, freshman from
Dover. Tenn., said she cannot wait
for the suite-style rooms.
"It seems like a better deal all
around,'' Riddle said. "It seems like a
better way to live. It would be more
comfortable and there would be a
kitchen."
Tom Dentcln, vice president of

Finance and Administrative Ser·
vices, said Murray State sought
approval to u se bonds from the
Cou ncil for Postsecondary Education and various state offices,
After receiving state approval,
Murray State began issu ing bonds in
December. The bonds to finance the
construction o f Clark College total
more than $15 million, and officials
estimate building the facility will
cost more than $13 million.
"We've got the money in hand,
and we're ready to build," Denton
said. "We've got architects under
contract who are designing the project and who are assisting the Uni·
versity in obtaining bids from building contractors."
While plans p rogress to construct
the fi rst residence hall built since
Regents College in 1970, there are a

few drawbacks, such as higher fees.
For the 2005-06 academic year,
students pay $1,183 a semester for a
double room and $1,893 for a.private.
However, Dewey Yeatts, chief
facilities officer, said the increase
will be the same for residents of all
colleges.
"If 300 people have to pay for that
bu ilding versus 3,300, it will be
financially easier for everyone to
swallow," Yeatts said.
He said increased Housing costs
also would help the University pay
back the bonds, a process that could
take about 20 years.
"Because we're getting a loan of
about $15 (million) to $16 million,
someone has to take tht• money to
pay it back," Yeatts said.

see NEW I 3

jects. Alexander said, as of December,
the University was well positioned to
receive the project funding.
"(The CPE makes) a recornmcnJa·
tion to the governor,'' said Mark \Vat·
tier, CPE member. ''Our job at CPE is
to tell him what needs to he funded
and on what level."
The CPE madt- its final report after
ubout lO months of dialogue between
universiti(•s and CPf. r<.>prescntat ives.
he said.

see HENLEY I 3

Students
shop around
for savings
Marianne Stonefleld
Staff Writer
msronefield@thenews.org

With the popularity of online shopping
on Web sites like cHay ~tnd Amazon.c.:om,
more students haw turned to th~~ Inter·
net to purchase textbooks.
"More and more people arc shopping
online," said Jack Vaughn, manager uf the
University Store. "I know some students
are doing that.... Our Web sales are
growing every semester."
He said students began buying b(Hik.'>
on Web sires like llalf.com for nmvl'·
nicnce and to save money but tl1erc are
some disadvantages. For example, stu·
dents may pay more if the}' need to buy
supplemental materials for the same
book.
"You might lind it on the Web for
(cheaper)," Jack Vaughn said. "You can't
always be the lnwe:;t price."
Online textbook pril'cs hav..: nnt :1ffl'ct·
cd the bookstore's sales too much. but
could in the future.
He said the Internet will play an
increasingly larger role in textbook pur·
chases at all univ~'rsitics in the years to
come.
Vaughn said he has seen students com·
pare textbook prices in the bookstore but
docs not know where they decide to
make their final purchases.
"Just because we have 30 students in a
course doesn't mean we'll sell 30 bt)Oks,"
Vaughn said. "It's going to affect everybody. It may just he a change of how we
sell books."
If a student decided to buy a textbook
online, Vaughn said the student should be
certain to buy the correct edition and to
note the correct ISBN number. Also. students should realize thut an instructor
may change the required textbook nt thl'
last minute.
.
"A book they intended to use (may be)
out of print," Vaughn said. "That might
cause a little bit of a problem."
Sometimes, he sees 10 books sold for n
total of $1.000, he said.
"They arc expensive - 1 don't deny
that," Vau~hn said. "M}' heart skips a hit

see ONLI~E I 3
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•Police Beat
Thursday, Jan. 19

Rashod Taylor/The News

Emily H ough (right), junior from Newburg, Ind., and Lorn .Upton,
senior from Franklln, Tenn., play. football Tuesday afternoon In the
lawn between Springer and Franklin colleges.

On-campus centers to host Honors academy recruits
free assertiveness training new residential counselors
The Counseling and Testing Center and
the Women's Center will offer a 10-week
assertiveness training program beginning
Tuesday.
Jane Etheridge, Women's Center director, will lead the program. Training ses·
sions arc conducted in small groups, which
will meet from 12:30 to 1:45 p.m. in Room
300 of Ordway Hall.
·
All facu lty, staff and students arc invited
to participate in the free event. For more
information, or to register, call the Women's Center at 762-3140.

Race for Knowledge group
plans first formal meeting
The Race For Knowledge Committee
will hold its first meeting from 4 to 5 p.m.
Tuesday in the conference room of the
•v
General Services Building.
Everyone is invited to attend but
should RSVP. Guests can bring anyone
interested in joining the group to the
informational meeting.
For more information, contact Jim
Napier at jim.napier@murraystate.edu or
call 762-3250.

T he Commonwealth Honors Academy
is looking for residential counselors for
the 2006 summer session.
Participants will spend three weeks this'
summer with talented, outgoing, intelligent and exciting high school juniors in
the area. Murray State annually hosts the
summer college experience for rising
seniors.
Residential counselors will lead seminar-style discussion sessions. make connections with residents, plan floor activities and develop other creative events and
ideas.
Some counseling experience is highly
recommended for applicants. For more
information or to complete an application,
visit www.murraystate.edu/cha.

The Murray State News staff compiles
Campus Briefly. If you would like to submit
information/or Campus Briefly, phone 762·
4480.

buildings after hours. No report

was taken.

12:49 a.m. A caller from Franklin
College reported loud sounds outside the building. The residence
director was notified. One subject
was found with alcohol and was
referred to Housing.
3:53a.m. A callcr'from Hester College reported a car alarm going off,
but officers were not 'able to contact the owner. The alarm stopped,
but lights continued to flash. Housing was notified.
3:20 p.m. A caller from the ROTC
building reported two cadets
would march across campus with
full packs and rubber M·l6s.
5:30 p.m. A caller reported a flag
hanging by one corner on the pole
at the expo center. Caller advised
the pipe in the bottom could fall
out and hit someone or a vehicle.
Central Plant was advised.
7:10 p.m. A caller from Faculty
Hall reported a loose rubber strip
on a step in the east stairwell
between the second and third
floors. Central Plant was advised
to fix so no one would trip.

12:28 a.m. Jared B. Banks, fl'eshman from Paris. Tenn., was arrest·
ed near the intramural tennis
courts on 16th Street for dl'lving
under the intludtcc. He was also
cited for possession of alcohol by a
minor and carrying a dl'adly concealed weapon.
8:13 p.m . The Murray l>olicc
Department requested assistance
with a motor vehicle accident
without injuries in the Piu.a Hut
parking lot. All unit); were busy.
Officers took the rCJlurt.
8:56 p.m. A callt.•r reported dol'lrs
to the lobby of Price Dork· Fine
Arts Center \verc broken. Central
Plant was notified.

Friday, Jan. 20

Sunday, Jan. 22

1:12 a.m . A subject filed a criminal

4:11 a.m. Officers issued a citation
to Lauren A. Mayfield, non·~•tudcnt
from Cadiz. for Pl)~ses-.ion of
stolen property.
4 :30p.m. Officers issued a citation
to Darrell G. Bahb Ill, non-student
from Paducah. for posse~.sion of
alcohol by a minor.
8:13 p .m . Racer Patrol requested
an officer's presence beca'Usc nonstudents were rt.'fusing to leave
Carr Health. Subjects wen~ gone
on officer arrival.

mjschief report of an object being
thrown through a window in
Franklin College. Central Plant
was advised.
8:24 a .m. A caller reported a broken window at Gate C of the
Regi~mal Special Events Cenrer. A
report was taken.
9:0 3 a.m. A water line burst in the
second floor laundry room of
Regents College. Facilities Management was notified. •
12:40 p.m. A caller reported a driver with a Murray State license
plate drove away at Speedway
without paying for gas. It was
referred to the Murray Police
Department.
1:59 p.m . A caller reported harassing communications. An of!icer
took a report.
2:33 p.m. An officer arrested
Christopher J. Bland, non-student
from Murray, for assaulting a
police officer ncar the alumni center. Burl's Wrecker Service took
rosscssion of the vehicle.
5:04 p.m. A caller reported three
juvenile girls screaming at vehicles
passing by 16th and Wells streets.
The girls were en route to their
off·campus home and were
advised not to be in Murray State

7:52 p.m. A callt•r requested exr:ra
patrol at the Regional Spedal
Events Center. There was a rCJlOrt
of subject<> playin& cricket in the
parking lot. Patrol was increa.sed.
Students were playing with tennis
balls.

Saturday, Jan. 21

Monday, Jan. 23
8:39 a.m. A caller re.~ucsted a
report be taken when his car was
damaged in the Franklin Ilall rear
lot. The caller reported a brick was
placed on the car. An officer took a
report.
9:29 a.m . A caller n: ported a
motor vehicle accidetH without
injuries on 16th Strcd. 1'he Murray
Police Department wa-. notified
and arrived at 9:30a.m.
12:44 p.m. A driver rccci\'ed averbal warning for disregarding a traftic control device.
3:19p.m. A caller rcportci.l a motor
vvh1clc ~tccidcnt withoul· injurics at
the corner of Chestnut Street and
Gilbert Graves Drive. The Murray
l'ulice Department was nntified.

10:07 p.m. The Hester College
residence director requested
Emergency Medical Services. A
rcsidt•nt had something hung in
her throat. Technician checked
and discovered candy. EMS
advised subject to go to the emergency room if more trouble arose.

Tuesday, Jan. 24
8:47 a.m. A caller advised an individual had passed out in the Business Building South. Emergency
Services was notified, but individual refused transport. An information report was taken.
8:47 a.m. A caller from Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center repo rted
an individual in the bushes who
the caller had seen earlier that day.
Subject was gone upon arrival.
6 p.m. A caller from College
Courts reported a smell in the
apartment. Central Plant was notified and advised the apartment
had electric heat.

Wednesday, Jan. 25
9:54 a.m. A citation was issued to
Kiera S. Kindred, freshman from
Memphis, Tenn., for theft by
unlawful taking under $300. A
citation was issued in connection
with the report of a lost wallet.
6:34 p .m. A caller reported a
~mell like smoke on the seventh
floor Faculty Hall. There was no
\'isible smoke or odor. Central
Plant was notified. No pr~)blem
was found.
8:11 p.m. A caller reported wit·
ncssing someone key his vehicle at
the Curris Center. A case was
opened for criminal mischief in
the third degree. A report was
taken, and the incident is under
investigation.

Motorist assists - 3
Racer escorts - 4
Arrcst!i- 2

The Murray State News staff compiles Police Beat with materials
Publi<· Safety provides. All disput<·hed calls are not listed. For a
complete listing, visit www.thenews.of1:.

RACER BASKETBALL
DOUBLEHEADER
MONDAY

- JAN.

30

MSU VVOMEN

vs.
SAMFORD
5:15 P.M.
MSU MEN

vs.
SAMFORD
7:3() P.M.
ALL GA~MES HELD
AT THE REGIONAL SPECIAL
EVENT'S CENTt:R.
FOR TICKETS CAI.L THE TICKET OFFICE
AT 7'62-4895.
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"(Murray State) appears to
have been left out totally. I'd
like to see the science center
funded and 4 or 5 per cent in
gener al fund ing."
Rep. Melvin Henley
R-Murray

Henley, Winters
pledge suppOrt
From Pagel
Wattier, professor of government, law and international
affairs. said he understands
budget officials have to consider state law that requires a
balanced budget.
However, he noticed universities were treated unequally
because some institutions
received substantially higher
funding.
According to his calculations, Murray State and Western Kentucky universities
received only 18 percent of
CPE's original base funding
recommendation.
Kentucky State and Eastern
Kentucky universities and the
University
of
Kentucky
, received 99 percent, 25 percent and 25 percent of the suggested amounts. respectively.
"There's some other decision calculus other than 'Let's
just cut this recommenda·
tion,"' Wattier said.
Despite the setback, Murray
State officials continue to fight
for Phase III of the science
complex to be included in the
final budget.
Even from his new office at
California State University at

Long Beach, King Alexander
said he will do whatever he
can to get funding for the science complex.
"We're not going to let this
injustice to Murray State students and faculty to go unaddressed," Alexander said.
Melvin Henley and Ken
Winters said Murray State and
tht! next phase of the science
complex have their full support in Frankfon.
Henley said at this stage of
the process, most debate takes
place behind the scenes.
"(Murray State) appears to
have been left out totally,"
Henley said. "I'd like to see the
science center funded and 4 or
5 percent in general funding....
Sen. Winters and I are working as hard as we can to con·
tact other legislators and get
(the budget) changed before it
gets out of here."
While Winters. chairman of
the Education Committee, said
he has less initial involvement
in appropriations, the complex
is one of his top priorities.
The governor's proposal
also excluded the funds needed to construct a new Breathitt
Veterinary Center in Hopkinsville.

New facility requires
hike in Housing fees
for campus residents
From Pagel
He said construction on the
facility will begin March 20.
and the tentative completion
date is June 2007.
The new residential college
will be located behind
Winslow Dining Hull where
the llousing office is located.
Yeatts said Housing will be
located temporarily in Stewart
Stadium, and the University
may move the office into the
old Clark after the new facility
opens.

The old residence hall also
may become temporary housing for any resident overt1ow.
He also said within the next
few years, the University plans
to renovate the Hart, Elizabeth
and Hester college lobbies.
Said Yeatts: "I am very opti·
mistic that as soon as we get
Clark under construction, certainly within the next year, we
will be able to move forward
to replace the second residential college, which will probably, at this point, be Richmond."

Online textbook purchases convenient
From Pagel
sometimes when 1 see them come in.''
And he remembers purchasing much
less c.xpcnsive textbooks when he was a
student.
"The most expensive book I bought was
$10," Vaughn said. "It's alJ relative to
today's market."
The high prices of textbooks are partly
a rc~ult of pwduction costs, he said.
"A textbook has a very short life,"
Vaughn said. "I'm sure they have compen-.
sated for that.''
According to a July 2005 Government
Accountability Office report, college textbooks have increased at twice the rate of
inflation in the past 20 years. Also. textbo(lk prices tripled from 1986 to 2004 and
increase at an average of 6 percent per
year.
The cost of textbooks and supplies
accounts for 26 percent of the cost for a
four-year public institution, according to
the GAO report.
Many factors affect the prices of textbooks. but increasing costs because of
CD·ROMs and other instructional supplement materials account for higher increases in recent years. according to the GAO
report.
College textbooks in the United States
arc higher than those in other countries

TYSON
BONI!LESS,
I KINLESI BRUITS OA
IAEASTTI!NDIAI
Fr"h

Editor in Chief
mkilcoyne@thenews.o,-g

In connection with the June
15, 2005, bomb threat for Murray State, Craig Stephen Powell
was found not guilty by reason
of insanity Jan. 19 in U.S. District Court.
Powell waived his right to a
jury trial and was tried before
U.S. District Judge edward
Johnstone on two counts of
making bomb threats and eight
'counts of mailing threatening
communications.
Tohnstonr ordered Powell
committed to the Federal
Bureau of Prisons for an evaluation of his mental condition.
The judge also ordered a psychological report by Feb. 20.
Powell's next court appearance is scheduled for 1:15 p.m.
Feb. 27, when the judge will
decide if releasing him would
create a "substantial risk of bod·
ily injury," according to court
documents.
The court determined Powell
mailed threatening letters to the
FBI, The Paducah Sun, WPSDTV and the Marshall County
Sheriff's Office. The letters suggested there would be an explosion on the next full moon and
things would burn. according to
court documents.

Powell sent 20 letters in a
three-week period. On June 11.
he left a box, containing a jar of
urine, ashes, chicken feathers
and bones. outside the Paducah
Bank building addressed to the
FBI.
Murray State received a call
June 15 that warned of a bomb
in Pogue Library.
The next day, similarly
threatening calls were traced to
Powell's phone. While searching his house, officers found
"chicken skeletons hanging
from the ceiling, a sawed-off
shotgun, tablets of paper Powell was using for his drawings/letters, the typewriter,
and a red box labeled 'bomb,"'
according to court documents.
After his arrest, Powell
waived his rights and spoke
with the FBI. He admitted to
sending letters and making
bomb threats to "quiet the voices" in his head, according to
court documents.
Judith Campbell, Ph.D..
examined Powell and found
him competent to stand trial
after a federal grand jury indicted him.
According to court documents, however, she said at the
time of his threats, he was
unable to understand the severity of crimes and consequences.
of his actions.
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Emily Cozart, senior from Golconda, DJ., buys her textbooks Wednesday at the University Store. Cashier Linda Rogers scanned the order.
because the prices reflect domestic market conditions, such as students' ability
and willingness to purchase the textbook,
according to the report.
Michelle Banks, sophomore from Versailles, said she purchased a book on eBay
because she was familiar with the Web
site.
The book she needed for a nutrition

II

class was $97 in the University Store but
she found it online for $60. she said. She
purchased the rest of her books in the
bookstore.
"You can get a lot of books for chc<lper
online," Banks said. "(Textbooks arc
expensive because) they're in high
demand.... Students have tn buy bollks for
class."
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District Court judge finds
threat suspect 'not guilty'
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Education budget snubs University
How will the cuts
to the new budget
affect students?
"If they raise
tuition, I will have
to find a secondary place of
employment."
Kaitlen Kirby
sophomore. Greenville

''If that is what
they're going to
have to do. then it
is going to take
more commitment
on our part to stay
in school.''

Dnllrnnnl

Dustin Hoesli
senior. Owensboro

Murray State received the
short end of the stick in Gov.
Ernie Fletcher's budget proposal, which he presented to the
General Assembly last week.
Despite the Council on Postsecondary Education listing
Phase Ill of the University's sci• ence complex as a priority,
Fletcher's proposal omits it.
However. the governor's proposal did include recommendations for the universities of Kentucky, Fletcher's alma mater,
and Louisville to receive funds
for their respective science
building projects.
Since Murray State continues
to receive accolades as one of

"The fees are
already high
enough, and if
they go higher. it
will be more difficult to pay."
Reyesh Singh
graduate student, Nepal

''If they are going
to make tuition

higher, then they
need to provide
more financial
aid."

t
state's
pu
tics, Fletcher's neglect begs a
question: Why was Murray State
left behind?
Large universities, such as UK,
that have strong bases in
research receive most of their
financial support from grants.
Smaller schools like Murray
State. on the other hand, are
more dependent on government
support to supplement what
they get from tuition and other
funds.
Fletcher's
support
of
Louisville and UK is important.
But contributing to small but
growing
universities
also
remains key to the future success of the schools' students and
the state.
Murray State officials had
planned to build the three phas-

es
quick succession, but thrown
this stumbling block, who knows
when the University could complete the project.
Also, Fletcher's proposal allots
a 15 percent increase for base
funding for Murray State, which
Interim University President
Kern Alexander said would
barely cover basic overhead
costs.
So, the governor's proposal
ignores the next phase of the science complex. and his budget
gives •the University money that
won't even pay all the bills.
When government funding
falls short, the students must
make up the difference. That
could include hikes for tuition
and other fees that already are
on the rise.

. Ken
Winters, R-Murray, and Rep.
Melvin Henley, R-Murray, have
pledged to try to get Murray
State's projects included in the
final budget.
The University remains a vital
part of Kentucky's and the
region's economic success. Continuing to unwaveringly support
only the state's two largest universities will only hinder the
students who choose to attend
other Kentucky schools.
For a man who claimed during
his 2003 gubernatorial campaign
that fixing the "brain d rain" in
Kentucky was one of his main
goals, Fletcher sure isn't following through very well.
Perhaps local voters didn't
read the fine print: Campaign
promises exclude Murray State.
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~'/don 't heliel'e it should he

used as a fonn ofbirth
control"
"I believe it is the woman's choice to be
able to choose. I don't believe it should be
used as a form of birth control. If it is a necessity, then people should be able to do it.''

Stcfanie Payne
Freshman
Wisconsin

"I think that women should he
ah/e to n1ake that choice el'en
though some people don 't
agree with it "
"The whole idea I have on (abortion) is that
in the past, once abortion was considered
illegal, then they d id it in really disgusting
ways like underground procedures. If they
make it illegal again,... it could go back to that,
and it's completely not healthy for women. I

think that women should be able to have the
choice even though some people don't agree
with it. There arc some other things that ,
people don't agree with and people continue
to do it.
Aimee Owen
Junior
Tell City, Ind.

Your OJ1iniot1
Outdoor column stirs
comments about laws
I am responding to Warren King's
editorial in the Jan. 20 issue of the
Murray State News. In the column
Warren states, "In actuality, lawmakers have no problem with people
owning guns for recreation like hunting and the various shooting sports.
What they are trying to accomplish in their gun control laws is the
regulation of assault weapons along
with armor-piercing bullets and certain hand guns. The government just
wants to protect its citizens."
King is way off the mark. The Second Amendment has nothing to do
with hunting. The founding fathers
had two reasons for including the
Second Amendment in the Constitution (per The Federalist Papers).
One, the United States did not
have a standing army at the time.
The national defense was the responsibility of the militia, which was
defined as men over the 18.
Two, they had just fought a war
against a tyrannical governml!nt and
wanted to guarantee the citizens of
the United States would always have
the power to ensure that the government was "of the people, for the people."

At the time the Constitution was
written, a musket was an "assault
rifle."
Mark Bynack
Non·student
Panama City. Fla.

Student opposes letter
on cheerleaders' talent
I am completely shocked at the

comments of a prospective Murray
State student. In the "Your Opinion"
:;cction, she basically ridiculed our
cheerleaders, making some really
idiotic comments.
Apparently, she wasn't really
ple<tsed with our cheerleaders and
had lhl~ words to prove it. Yet, the
comment that totally shocked me
was the comment about our cheerleaders' legs being too "white."
What?
Ladies, what has happened to society? If you go out and look around
Murray, you'll probably see a lot of
tanning ~alons around hen.•. Young
women pour into these facilities to
darken their skin tones. Why? Is it
like the young lady said? Do women
feel "disgusted" when they look "too
white?" For this young lady to come
to our school and complain about the

color of our cheerleaders' legs was
just outrageously stupid. Yet, her
comment did prove one thing women are too damn obsessed with
the way they look.
I mean, I can admit if I stand in
front of my bathroom mirror. picking
and pulling at my hair. trying to get it
to look just right. I hate when things
about me look out of place. That
makes me feel uncomfortable about
myself. But, I do have a limit to my
obsession.
However, these days, women are
doing anything and everything to
change the way they look. They have
plastic surgeries on their noses, they
get breast implants and they tan their
skin. I know tanning has been going
on for decades - women of the 1950s
sitting out at the pools, bathing in the
sun. But, what exactly is the goal of a
tanner? Is it to get browner, redder,
or simply darker skin? I did not
know having "white" skin was a
curse. I happen to have a very natural, brown skin color. But, you won't
catch me in a "bleaching" salon, trying to get whiter skin. Come on,
womenl Where is your sense of selfworth? You are worth more than a
tanning bed. Love yourself the way
God made you.
And as for the prospective student:

back off our cheerleaders. They do a
good job. You should be more concerned with planning your college
career and not with whether or not
our cheerleaders measure up to your
high standards. Go Racers!
Christian Davis
Junior
Memphis, Tenn.

Write to us
The Murray SWe News welcomes commtmtar.leJ and ~ to
the edirot. LeWM shoUld be 300'
words or le$s and must be siped.
Contributors should include
addresses and phont numbers for

verificataon. Please include ~
town, clQlfification. title or relationship to the ltnivei'Jiity.
Commentanes should be limit·
ed to 600 wonts. The Murray
State News reserve$ the right to
edic for style. length and content
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International students compromise
equal protection for national security
In My
Opinion

Sin did not
exist?
Sin is defined as e transgression of a religious or moral
law, according to The American Heritage dictionary. In
other words, sin is the name of
a wrongful act humans commit
that goes against the word of
God.
But, what
p1D10D if sin did
not exist?
What if it
were
a
made up
concept
just
to
s c a r e
humans
into doing
something
or
not
d o i n g
s o m ething?
the
In
Rockelle
K i n g
Gray
James Version of the Bible. Romans 5:12
states, "Wherefore, as by one
man sin entered into the world,
and death by sin; and so death
passed upon all men, for that
all have sinned."
The concept of being born
into sin is what started this
thinking process. Are babies
born of sin because they arc
born into a sinful world or is it
because they are just born sinful?
I think this is what turned
me off from the concept of sin.
Also, why do people feel as
though they have to answer to
what they do in this life for the
next life?
In a world without sin,
maybe judgment would not
have a place.
Even though judging others
is considered a sin in the King
James Version of the Bible. I
can not tell you the amount of
times I have sat through
church and heard my preacher
complain about a new reality
television show or music
video.
If the video or television
show seems "sinful," then they
are all over it.
However, if you are taught
that it is sinful to judge, then
why judge entertainment.
I have also found that people
use sin as a way of defending
themselves. Blaming it on
temptation brought on by evil
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seems like a line a defense
attorney would use to try to
get his client off the hook. In
some ways. it seems like people do not want to take responsibility for their actions.
Though sin may be question·
able, society bas set what is
morally good and wrong. lf a
person murders someone. it's
wrong. Unless the person is
considered mentally insane.
the temptation defense will not
keep him out of jail, so why
should it keep us from accepting our own responsibilities?
Throughout my quest for the
truth of sin, I have come to the
conclusion that maybe sin
doesn't exist at all. Maybe w~
are born here to live our lives
just once and get the complete
experience.
What if fate existed and you
choose what you are going to
experience before you come
into human existence? What if
sin is just something that is
made up?
Though I am a Christian, I
have heard so many times that
you have to be saved to go to
heaven. As I grow older, I
don't know if that is entirely
true. Just because someone
else believes in something different does bit mean that my
religion or my beliefs are right
and their way is wrong.
I refuse to think that God
punishes his children, assuming w~ are all his children. for
our choices or our belief systems. If anything, our belief
systems come from what our
parents tell us to believe.
What if we all go to heaven
in the end? What if the God I
believe to be loving wants all
his children to dwell with him
in his many mansions in heaven, if that exists?
What if we follow our hearts
instead of the fears of believing
in sin? What if when we die
nothing happens anJ Earth was
considered our heaven? I
refuse to waste what little time
I have worrying about whnt sin
will condemn me. I refuse to
believe that God punishes the
very thing he created.
What do you believe?

Mohamed
Ebrahim
"HOWEVER, TO
1-·IGHT TERROR-

ISM, THE WORLD
SHOULD UNDERSTAND WHO THE
REAL TERRORISTS
ARE, WHO SUPPORT THEM AND
HOW TO NOT TO
PULL THE TRfG-

GER ON THE
WRONG TARGET."

ently from the terrorists.
We must all remember that not
all terrorists are Muslims. There is
a lot of terrorism in Ireland, I..atin
America and Sri Lanka, where
Muslims are not present.
'
As a result of these misguided
one billion Muslims arc thought of
terrorists,
Islam and Muslims arc
as potential threats.
put
first
in
the list whenever any
If all I was to sec and hear about
Muslims is what the media broad- bad disaster happens. Thank God
casted, I would never differentiate . the tsunami was not blamed on
between violence and Islam. How- Muslims. The real problem is that
ever, Bin Laden is not Islamic, nor many arc issuing statues that limit
does he represent it. People mis- the freedom of individuals in the
understand the religion of Islam name of limiting terrorism. It
and falsely claim Islamic followers extends to imprisoning suspected
people just because of their
to be terrorists.
appearance.
There is no way any Christian,
One of my friends. who wears a
Jew or Muslim can come out and
say he represents all Christians. veil, was asked in the Chicago's
Jews or Muslims. there is no way O'Hare International Airport to
all Christians, Jews or Muslims take off her clothes in front of God
come with one clear definition of and everybody to make sure she
their holy scriptures. If this were was not carrying any weapons of
the case, we would not sec all mass destruction. Muslim girls are
these sects div~rging from each forced to remove their Islamic
bead scarves in Germany and
other in each rellb-ion.
other
western countries.
However, in every religion, one
Where
is the freedom? This was
will find extremists who claim the
utmost knowledge of its doctrines, the case in France, so a number of
but unfortunately, they always go girls shaved their heads so as not
above, beyond and against such to show their hair.
The world should understand
doctrines.
that
Islam is all about fighting barOne day, I heard a person stating
barjan
practices like terrorism.
on the news: "Islamic extremists
are fighting the United States The world should understand that
because it's a Christian country." I we Muslims are against terror and
do not agree with him. The agree with the war on terrorism.
However. to fight terrorism, the
mosques bombed by Al-Qaeda
during the last year in Iraq were world should understand who the
real terrorists are, who support
not churches full of Christians.
Most of the time people behead- them and not to pull the trigger on
ed by Al-Zarqawi's group are not the wrong target. The world
Christians, Jews or other western- ~hould no longer sleep, and I hope
ers. The terrorists kill Muslims it wiU awake one day to learn the
every day. and most victims are truth about Islam versus the tercivilians. Why arc they doing this? rorism.
It is clear that this is not a holy
war strictly against non·Muslims. Mohamed Ebrahim is a computer
but one against who thinks differ- information major from Bahrain.

Terrorism infringes
ori First Amendment
It was my first time visiting the
United States. I was at Chicago's
O'Hare International Airport
when I was told to stand up and
wait next to a wall. I felt all my
blood falling down to my knees as
if I had been told that they would
take me to Guantanamo Bay in
Cuba.
Thirty minutes later. an officer
came to tell me: "There is a problem with your name.ft and asked
me to follow him. He took me to a
room and asked me to wait there.
As I was sitting, I kept cursing,
"It's not because of my name; it's
because of Bin Laden. the idiot."
I was directed to an investigation room where another officer
started questioning me. Because
my passport had a VISA to Iran, he
asked what my purpose was for
going there. I answered that my
purpose was tourism. By the time
he let me out. I had already missed
my flight to Nashville. It was the
25th hour since I had flown from
Bahrain, and I was totally exhaust-

ed.

I started looking for my sister.
After seven hours of searching, I
found her crying. It turned our that
she bad been told that I was sent
home. If my name had been Jackson. I would not have had all that
trouble!
After the destruction of the
World Trade Center in New York
by the so-called "Islamic terrorists," the world is no longer the
same. Because of them, I was
stopped and hassled in that airport. Millions of Muslims arc
harassed every day and more than

Simple solution resolves roommate dramas
In My
Opinion

Heidi Taylor
"WilY SHOUlD
YOU KEEP YOUR

•

COOl. ABOUT
SOMETHING !.IKE

Rocke/le Gray is the opmwn
editor for The Murray State
News.
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TliiS?

You have a roommate, who has
such serious obsession with an
artist that they have listened to the
CD on repeat for the past three
weeks. You keep imaging breaking
it into a million pieces the moment
they leave the room.
You've beard this CD so many
times that you know the lyrics by
heart, whether you want to or not,
and you have to stifle the gag
reflex every time you hear one of
the singles on the radio.
Why should you keep your cool
about something like this rather
than just breaking the CD? It's
because music is the universal language.
Every culture uses music for
something. Everything from praise
and worship to their god to scantly
dressed ladies with dubbed vocal
tracks sells records as they shake
their butts.
Our culture is no different.
We're the culture with the emphasis on pop music deftly inter-

twined with the culture. However,
someone who you will never meet
and you have nothing in common
with can speak to your roommate
in their hour of need and desperation like no one else could.
For example. think of Eric Clap·
ton's 'Layla.' I'm sure you've heard
it, they play the acoustic version
on the radio all the time. Think of
how crazy the lead singer is going
on about this chick named Layla.
He's obsessed with her, so madly
in love with her that he can think
of nothing else.
Eric Clapton wrote the song for
Patti HarriSlln, former Beatles
George Harrison's ex-wife. Clapton didn't really know Patti all that
well; he just fell in love with her at
the sight of her, wrote a song about
her in order to woo her away from
Harrison and succeeded.
It would be like if 50 Cent fell in
love with Beyonce and had a major
hjt with a song about her, luring
her away from ]ay-7_

The son~ isn't about Clapton
and Patti anymore, they've been
divorced since the 90's. It's about
a feeling or having felt the exact
same way Clapton felt too while
you're listening to it. You didn't
need to know the back story about
how the song came into existence
for it to affect you.
All you needed to hear was the
wail of the guitar and vocals to
obsess right along with Clapton.
So, next time your roomie puts
that CD on the radio and you're
ready to go into kill-crazy-rampage mode, stop and think: They're
having an important conversation
right now that you may not understand, kind of like when you're on
the phone with your mother.
Just chill out, don't break anything and their hour of need will
pass soon enough, leaving you
what's left of your sanity.

Heidi Taylor is a senior education
major from Central City.
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'High risk' students work
toward improving grades
Lucas Miller
Contributing Writer
Failing grades prevented nearly 60 Murray
State freshmen from returning to classes for the
spring semester.
Michael Cooper, senior biology major, was
one of these students in 1989 when be failed out,
chose to take a break from college and served
six years in the nuclear division department of
the Navy.
"I just didn't go to class," Cooper said. "At the
time, I guess I got distracted. I did, however,
develop many friendships."
Years later, Cooper, of Mayfield, returned to
Murray State ready to study and will graduate
in May with a molecular biology degree. His
future academic plans include attending med·
ical school and eventually focusing his work on
tissue engineering research.
Though he took a long route to graduation,
Cooper said he does not regret his first semester at Murray State. He said it taught him many
valuable lessons in life that he still uses today.
Paul Naberezny. counselor and instructor for
the Counseling and Testing Center, said many
factors contribute to students not succeeding in
college.
"Some of these students just did not with·
draw from classes in time," Naberezny said. ·
However, some students simply lack real
direction. Naberezny s.aid many do not have the

feeling of a purpose and do not know why
attending college is important.
Despite the number of failing students, he
does not think that is the norm at Murray State.
Naberezny said there are far more freshmen
with GPAs in good standing than bad. Many of
those in bad standing fall behind early and just
cannot catch up, he said.
Though the Univer$lty has a program geared
toward helping freshmen transition to the col·
lege course load and lifestyle, all freshmen must
take freshman orientation within their depart·
ment. This one-hour requirement also helps
students adjust to a new environment.
With an open acceptance policy, Murray
State can admit students with low ACT scores
and poor GPAs. However, these students can·
not register for classes until they complete
block courses offered only in the spring. These
courses focus on English, reading and communication.
"Those students with low ACT scores are
considered 'high risk' and must take these block
courses in the spring," Naberezny said.
The remedial classes have a 25 student limit
and fill up quickly on a first come, first serve
basis, Naberezny said. The majority of these
students pass the block courses.
He also said Murray State makes sure each
freshman has all resources available, and the
University follows up on students who failed
last semester.

The Murray State News
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If you have a student organization at MSU that Is not
registered, it Is a requirement that you register.
Or If you are looking for a way to get involved on
campus, but Murray just doesn't seem to offer the
type of organization you are .l ooking for. Why not
register your own, It's easy!

College buyers, sellers meet on site
Casey Northcutt
Staff Writer
cnorthcutt@thenews.org
College students across
America soon will receive a
new online trading site with
the upcoming launch of Uflip·
it.com.
The Web site aiJows students to buy and sell online
like
eBay.
However,
Uflipit.com caters specifically
toward university students.
The site also lets users look for
items nationwide, or narrow
their search to certain schools.
Murray State students can
log on to the site to seiJ last
semester's books to someone
on campus or purchase a
couch from someone at Harvard University.
Users can •post pictures of
the items along with prices

and titles and list them under
their university.
"It's kind of like an online
bulletin board," said jarrad
Lewis co-creator and Univer·
sity of Maryland alumnus,
from Syosset, N.Y.
Lewis and Grego Soroka.
Hofstra University senior from
Syosset, N.Y., came up with
the idea for Uflipit.com when
Lewis moved out of his apart·
ment at University of Mary·
land. They looked at the piles
of furniture and wondered
how to get rid of them.
"We kind of looked at every·
thing and thought 'There's got
to be an e~sier way.'" Lewis
said.
So, they created a way for
students to buy and sell futons,
couches and beds and devel·
oped it into a business. They
have spent the last 10 months

building Uflipit.com and con·
vincing more than 70 companies to sell about 200.000
p roducts through the site.
Lewis and Soroka make their
money through fees charged to
the companies and through
advertising. However, stu·
dents can list items for free
and receive payment through
PayPal, an online banking ser·
vice.
"It's not for us," Lewis said.
"It's really for the students.''
The site founders plan to
expand Uflipit.com once it
begins to grow. They have
considered additions such as a
dating service but want to wait
for students to give them feed·
back through online polls and
e-mail.
Said Soroka: "We want
everyone else to lead us and
tell us what to do."

FREE FOODII
FREE MUSICII
GREAT RADIOII
(Okay so maybe we don't have free food, but we've got great music)

The World Cafe, with host David Dye,
serves up an eclectic mix of blues, rock, world,
folk, and alternative country with live performances and interviews with celebrated and
emerging artists.

Sounds Acoustic
Sundays at Midnight
MSU's Katie Villanueva &
Murray High's Austin Carter
present a musical collage of
"unplugged" performances by
diverse artists including
Ray Charles, John Lennon,
Pfuk Floyd, & Bob Dylan.

The Indie Connection

Sundays at 1 am after
Beyond the Edge
MSU's John Gibson
show cases both bands far
& wide, along with "local
bands'' from the Four
Rivers Region.

tU ~t"'f> ~qr; (4,,(
Beyond the Edge
Saturday Nights from 11 pm to 1 am
From Folk and pop to alt-county and indie rock,
BTE covers a full range of the finest alternative
music.

,

v

• Go to www.murraystate.edu/ student_organizations
• Click on the Directory of Registered Student Organizations
followed by the Student Organization Registration form.
• Fill the form out carefully by completing all of the guidelines
required by the University and submit It to the Student Organization Office at the Currls Center.

If you have any questions please feel free to call:
762-6953 or come to Room 314 in the Curris Center.

o you have a wedding
or engagement
nouncement you'd like
to make?
The Murray State News
is featuring wedding engagements
and announcements in our
upcoming Bridal special section.
Stop by the newsroom
at 111 Wilson Hall, or e-mail
thenews@murraystate.edu. Make
sure you have a picture to submit
to us as well.
Deadline: Feb. 3

Interested in advertising
in our Bridal
special section?
Call the• advertising office at 762-4478
to talk to a sales representative. The
deadline for receiving ads is February 1.

The Murray State News
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Interest rates increase on Stafford loans
Plan excludes
existing recipients
Marianne Stonefteld
When did the Challenger explode?

Staff Writ{!r
mstonefit'ld\a•thl•news.org

Answer:
The Challenger exploded Jan. 28,
1986, 73 seconds after its launch.
The seven-person crew, including
New Hampshire school teacher
Christa McAuliffe, died. Had the
shuttle accomplished its mission,
McAuliffe would have been the first
school teacher in space. Only two
.space shuttles have been destroyed
during a mission: the Challenger
and the Columbia.

Your Answers:
"I have no idea. I remember it happen·
ing.l just don't remember the year."
Emily Scllonaman
freshman from Cadiz

"l'd say it was in the '70s or early '80s.''
Jenny Meier
frl•shman from Lexington
"That's a really good question. 1982?"
Heather Grigg
sophumorc from Madisonville

''If I had to guess, 1992.''
Alexander Matthew
freshman from 1ndia
"That was soo n. It was within the past
few years."
Jeremy Grace
sophomore from Greenville
MltcheU Willie
freshman from Mayfield
"1987.''

Paul Hefner
junior from Dahlgren, Ill.

Correct answers: 3
Incorrect answers: 7

Last month, Congress
raised the interest rate on
Stafford loans to 6.8 percent. putting the future of
students' college funding in
the hands of the government.
"What it docs ... as of July
1. is increase the interest
rate most students are paying on student loans," said

Jo Carole Ellis, director of
governmem relations for
the Kentucky Higher Edu·
cation Assistanct.' Authority.
The increase docs not
affect students who will
graduate at the end of the
term, but would affect students who will apply for
new Stafford loan~ made on
or after July 1, she said.
The interest rate this year
for Stafford loans capped at
4.7 percent for those still

enrolled in school and,
ther<.'forc, still in their grace
period, she suid.
The intt:rcst rate would
be fixed at 6.8 percent for
student loans effective July
1. but the rate on Parent
Loans for Undergraduate
Students wuuld be fixed to
8.5 percent. Parents now
pay 6.1 percent on PLUS
loans.
Congress also cut $12.7
billion over five years from
student loans as part of a
$40 billion cut in overall
governmt.~nt spending. This
is the largest cut in the history of the student loan program.
Ellis said students should
pay attention to how Con-

gress' action affects their
everyday lives.
"It's important that they
arc knowledgeable and
know what's going on with
their loans," Ellis said. "This
is the fmancial situation
that they're going to have to
deal with when they arc out
of school. ... They need to
be prepared when the time
comes to make that payment."
According to USA Today,
two-thirds of all undergraduate students graduate with
an average debt of $19,000.
However, Stafford loan borrowers who consolidate
their loans will have an
interest rate of 5.375 percent
for the life of their loans.

Congress' increase of student loan interest rates
could pose several potential
challenges to Jared Millay,
freshman from Paducah. He
has.severalloans.
"It would be bard, but I
think, with a college degree,
you should be able to pay it
off," Millay said.
Millay's parents handle
his loans, he said, so he did
not know the specifics, but
Congress' budget cuts still
confused him.
"1 don't understand why
because that just keeps
more kids out of school,"
Millay said. "I don't know
why they would do that."
The Associated Press contributed to this story.

Lower prices, convenience draw students to Web
Marianne Stonefield
Staff Writer
mslonefield'Wchcnews.org

When Murray State students registered for classes this semester,
1.400 students enrolled in courses
that met (lnline.
"Online Cl,)urscs are not for
everyone, but they arc a great
option," said Crystal Riley, coordinator of Distance Learning and
Special Projt'Cts.
Riley said students from across
the United States are beginning to
take online classes through Murray
State because the University offers
competitive prices at $232 per
credit hour for all undergraduate
course options.
These classes arc especially convenient for students who cannot
commute to campus every day. she
said.
For most online courses, students register through Racer'J'ou~.: h
as they wouiJ for regular cla!;scs.
However, sometimes instructors
request to be contacted to sign a
student into a class.
~ puring the past three or four
years, students have had an
increased interested in online
courses, she said.
Murray State students were
introduced to the online t'lcmcnts
of a course through the usc of
Blackboard, which professors

" A lot of online learners feel disconnected. They feel
alone out there.... (The classes are) a good thing, but
people need to know what they're getting into with an
online class. "
Marla Poyner
Independent Study Coordinator
began u~ing online to supplement
the classroom learning environment. Blackhoard is still used in
classes for this purpose, but online
courses rely solely on it.
''It's a significant (increase) each
semester," Riley said. "There arc
people who just enjoy that classroom atmosphere.... (But) I think
yl>u'U continue to see online clnssrooms grow."
Students also can earn a degree
online from Murray State. such as a
Bachelor of Independent Studies.
Riley said somt: students transfer
from other online universities to
receive a degree from Murray State
because the prices are more affordable.
"(The) degree earned online
equals that (of a degree earned) on
campus," Riley said. "The feedback
that I hear from students ... (has)
just been very positive.''
Marla Poyner, independent study
coordinator, Stlid nontraditional
sludents typically comprise the

program because they cannot
always travel to campus due to
children who need supervision or
schedule conflicts with jobs.
"A lot of students would not have
been able to obtain their degree
any other way," Poyner said.
Students enrolled in the BIS program take six hours a year and
choose a field of study rather than a
major, she said. Last semester, 266
students were enrolled in the pro·
gram.
BIS program students are given a
great deal of freedom in choosing
what they would like to study,
Poyner said. Any content area can
be built into the field of study.
"We've helped a lot of students
get their diploma," Poyner said.
"They're really appreciative. We're
becoming pretty popular."
The online degree program is not
suitable for all students, she s;~id .
"A lot of online lel\rners feel disconnected," Poyner said. "They
feel alone out there ... (These class-

es are) a good thing, but people
need to know what they're getting
into with an online class."
She said students who have a tendency to procrastinate should not
take classes online because they
need to have self-discipline to succeed in them.
Rob Hankins, junior from Morgantown, took an online course, the
World Wide Web as a Mass Medium, because he knew the instructor, and the class was a requirement for his journalism major.
''It was my first online class,"
Hankins said. " I wanted to see what
it was like and what the difference
was between it and regular class·
es.''
The class was beneficial to Hankins' schedule, but the experience
also bad some drawbacks, he said.
He probably will not take another
class online because of various
problems.
"It offered more flexibility for
me," Hankins said. "(But) it was
difficult for me because I didn't
have the structure of a (regular)
class.''
Online courses and degree pro·
grams are offered at colleges and
universities across the country.
According to CNN.com, 2.3 million people took an online course
in 2004 and two-thirds of higher
education institutions offer classes
online.
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NASA overcomes
disasters to satisfy
20-year ambition
Christopher Bodes
Contributing Writer
Aftt>r 20 years of trying to
put a teacher in space, NASA
finally could succeed in May
when Barbara Morgan and the
crew of STS-118 fly to the
lnternutional Space Station.
Morgan has waited to venture into space since being
selected as a backup to Sharon
Christa McAuliffe, NASA's
primary candidate for the
Teacher in Space Project,
according
to
www.jsc.
nasa.gov.
McAuliffe and Ronald E.
McNair were among the seven
people who died Jan. 28, 1986,
when Challenger exploded
just 73 seconds after liftoff
from the Kennedy Space Cen·
ter in Cape Canaveral, Fla.
According to NASA's Web
~ite. McAuliffe. a high school
teacher from New Hampshire,
was chosen from 11,000 applicants to be the first teacher in
space.
The payload operator's
motto, "l touch the future, I
teach" has lived on at NASA
since her death.

McNair also left a lasting
impression on the space pro·
gram. James E. Hubbard
rcmembt'red McNair Tuesday
during an 'on·campus prescn·
tation in conjunction with the
McNair Scholars Program.
Hubbard, who attended the
Mussachusctts lnstitutl' of
Technology with Mc..'lair in
the 1970s, discussed huw
McNair inspired him to do
great things.
Hubbard also mentioned
what he knew of McNair's per·
sonallifc, including his Jove of
karate, physics and his trl!a·
sured saxophone.
Mission commander Franci.~
R. Scobce, pilot Michael J.
Smith. mission spl!cialists Elli·
son S. Onizuka anu Judith A.
Resnik and payload opcrator
Gregory B. Jarvis also died in
the explosion.
While mo-;t Murray State
students arc not old enough to
reml!mber the 1986 disac;ter,
many do remember Columbia.
The Columbia space shuttle
exploded over Tex<JS in 2003
during re·enlry.
Adam Morton, sophomore
from Benton, said he was only

Challenger explodes just 73 second after liftoff on Jan. 28, 1986, from the Kennedy Space Center in Cape
Canaveral, Fla. The 20th anniversary of the space shuttle's explosion is Saturday.
1 yl!ar old when the Challenger exploded, :;o he did not
remember anything about the
incident.
llowevcr, he wa~ watching
the newc; when Columbia disintegrated.

"Bnth wen~ extremely sad
situations and made me real·
izc th:H. deep down, human
beings do care about each
other," Morton said.
Holly Pritchard, sophomore
from Cape Girardeau, Mo.,

remembered her mother's
explanation of the Challenger
explosion when she was old
enough to understand what
h:1ppcm·d.
"l specifically remember
her mentioning the teacher

who died," Pritchard said. "I
remember thinking that it hits
closer to home since she was
just a civilian, just like you or

me:·
The Associated Press contributed to this story.

GovernOr's budget proposal threatens 20 jobs in attorney general's office
FRANKFORT (AP) Gov. Ernie
Fletcher's proposed budget would
force the Kentucky attorney gener·
nl's office to tire at least 20 people,
the state's top law enforcement offidal said Wednesday.
Attorney General Greg Stumbo,
whose office has been investigating
Fletcher for months for alleged vlo·
lations of the state personnel law,
said he'd he forced to lay off about
10 percent of his staff.
Some of those cuts could come
from the Kentucky Bun•au of Investigation, an arm of the attorney general's office that has been involved
in the probe.

"It appears to be vindictive and illconceived," Stumbo told reporters
Wednc-:day.
I.ast week !•letcher said he "resist·
cd the temptation" to c:1ll for largl'
budget cuts in the attorney general's
office.
At the time, Fletcher said Stum·
bo's oftil'c would have "plentr of
r~sourccs" to do its joh.
Some other government agt•ncics
would also fact cuts 1mder Fletcher's
propo:.cd spending pl:Jn.
Fletcher has called thl' ~wrsonncl
investigation politically motivated.
Prosecutors in Stumbo's office
have been investigating allegations

that Fletcher administration offi·
cials ·were hasing rank-and-file hir·
ing and firing decisions on candidates' pnlitical connections and not
solely on their •JUalitications for the
job at hand.
A Franklin County spel·ial grand
jury has so far indicted 13 current or
former mlministration officials and
supporters on misdemeanors stem·
ming from thl' prohc.
Fletcher has pardoned his entire
administration, except himself, for
uny ch:1rgt.'s that could come from
the investigation.
Stumbo's ofticc has $25.9 million
in his current budget, which ends

·EXTRAI EXTRA!
pick up you

June 30. Stumbo said his oflice
would be cut by $2.1 million over the
next' two years.
That would negatively affect divisions such as victim advocacy, utility rate intervention and con.<;umer
prutection.
Stumbo's office would lose ft•deral matching money of at least
$700,000 for prosecuting Medicaid
fraud cases under Fletcher's spend·
ing ('llan, spt1kcswoman Vicki Glass
said.
Stumho said Fletcher administration officials refused ro meet with
representatives frnm his office
regarding the effect<: of the guver·

nor's proposed budget cuts.
However, Michael Goins, a
spok~:sman for the :;tate budget
office, said Stumbo's office did not
requl~st a meeting with the governor's administration.
Goins said budget officials met
with representatives from other
state offices that requested meet·
ings.
Fletcher spokeswoman
Jodi
Whitaker said representatives from
Stumbo's office did nor contact the
governor's office either.
Said Goins: "Had they contaded
us, we certainly would have accom·
mudated them."
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Basketball polls
constantly use
wrong criteria
More than ever before. I'm completely
lost when it comes to any version of a college basketball poll.
I'm lost because I have no idea how the
voters of these polls come up with their
rankings. College basketball analysts and
announcers say it constantly, but I
haven't really paid attention until now.
The polls don't matter - period. They
don't even really matter when the NCAA
selection committee picks the 6S teams
for the NCAA Tournament. The RPI is
the main tool that helps determine
whether or not a team is going dancing.
A problem for me
is winning doesn't
matter as much in
polls as losing does.
Winning is certainly
important, but the
polls almost seem to
reflect a team's losses too much. Teams'
bodies of work for
the season are disregarded,
but
maybe that's why
they call it a weekly
poll.
Nathan
This week's poll is Cllnkenbeard
a classic example.
Sports Editor
Duke, Florida and
Pittsburgh - the only three undefeated
teams left in the country - all lost last
weekend. Connecticut was in the third
position behind the Blue Devils and
Gators and obviously moved into the No.
1 slot this week.
Why? Is Connecticut the No. 1 team in
the nation because of what it has done so
far this year, or is it because its only loss
came on Jan. 3 instead of last week? Not
to take away from how great the Huskies
are, but the answer is more of the latter.
Connecticut has beaten four ranked
teams so far, and the toughest part of its
schedule is still to come. One of those
ranked teams, Arizona, is no longer in the
top 25, and another, Louisville, has
absolutely no business still being there.
Duke has taken down six ranked teams,
including a 31-point thrashing of then-No.
2 Texas and a win over No. 3 Memphis.
The Huskies may have more talent, but
the Blue Devils have them beat when it
comes to stren!,rth of schedule this season. These arc by far the two best teams
in the country, but as far as who are Nos.
1 and 2, who knows and who cares?
My biggest problems with the polls
have to do with teams like Louisville and
Tennessee. If there is one overrated team
in the cou11try, it's the Cards. They have a
great future in front of them, but they are
like a Chihuahua trying to run with the
Great Danes of the Big East.
What the hell has Louisville done to
deserve a top 25 ranking? As of right now,
there is no way the Cardinals will make
the NCAA Tournament after going to the
Final Four last year. It probably had the
worst non-conference schedule of any
major conference team, and every chance
it has had to beat a ranked team has
ended in failure. After getting as high as
No. 4, Louisville continues to freefall and
right now there is no justification for a
top 25 ranking .
Tennessee, on the other hand, finally
entered the top 25 this week. It had to
beat No. 2 Florida just to get on the list
because there was no other way. The
Racers took on the Vols in Nashville early
in the season and outplayed them for 30
minutes, but right now, the Vols are playing on a whole new level.
Two quality wins at Texas and at home
against the Gators have given Tennessee
national attention. finally. As happy as
Tennessee fans probably are after fielding the epitome of an underachieving
football team, it cost the school $5,000 for
beating Florida after Vols students
stormed the court.
Tennessee officials probably have a
problem with the polls, too. They get in
the top 25 for the first time since 2001,
and now, they have to cut a check
because of it.

Nathan Clinkenbeard is the sports editor at
The Murray State News. E-mail comments
to ncUnkenbeard@thenews.org.

Only victory over Golden Eagles since '97
Tommy DlDard
Staff Writer
tdillard@thenews.org
The look on coach Joi Felton's face
Thursday night said it all. It was a
look of excitement over the Racers'
frrst victory over perennial conference power Tennessee Tech since
1997 and anticipation of what great
things might come to her team.
"lt feels great," a beaming Felton
said. "It's a great win for our kids.
The Tech program has won a lot of
championships. Anyone who wants
to win in this conference has to go
through Cookeville, Tenn. This was
a big confidence builder for our
team."
With the 82-70 victory, the Racers
evened their conference record to 5S and improved to 6-ll overall. Tennessee Tech fell out of a first-place
tie with Samford, dropping to 8-3 in
Ohio Valley Conference play and 126 overall.
Junior forward Joi Scott carried
the Racers and earned a double-double with 19 points and 12 rebounds
while also blocking three Golden
Eaglette shots.
The Racer baclccourt had a strong
game as welL Sophomore guard
Shaleea Petty and freshman guard
Ashley Brooke Hayes scored 12
points each. Hayes collected seven
rebounds and dished out four assists,
while Petty swiped three steals.
Petty's aggressive play gave a
needed boost to the Racers, Felton
said.
"She's a huge spark for us," Felton
said. "She really came out and
played aggressively. She can get to
the rim and she did that tonight. She
made a couple of penetration plays
that really made a difference.''
As a team, the Racers shot 40.3
percent from the field and 41.2 percent from downtown. Murray State
improved on its NCAA-leading freethrow percentage, shooting 80.6 percent from the charity stripe.
After falling behind 11-2, the Racers ~recovered to outscore the Golden Eaglettes by nine points the rest
of the first half, taking a 34-34 tie into
halftime. A 13-2 run before the break
in which freshman guard Ashley
'Brooke Hayes drained three 3-pointers helped the Racers to go up 33-27.
The Golden Eaglettes went on a 7-1
run of their own to tie the game as

Rashod Ta)•lor/The News

Sopho mo re guard Shaleea Petty drives to the basket against Tennessee Tech. Petty's 12 points,
three st eals and aggressive play helped boost the Racers to an 82-70 upset of the Golden Eagles••
the two teams headed to halftime.
In the second half, thl' two teams
came out and exchanged blows with
neither squad able to gain :m advantage. That all changed wh<.·n Tennesst•c Tech senior forward Emily
Christian hit a lights-out jump ~hot.
literally. After ChristiHn's shot
swished home, rhe lights in the
Region:1l Spcdal Events Center went
off, leaving the teams in the dark for
nearly 20 minutes.
While the Racers seemed to gain
energy after the extended break, the
dark period apparently sucked the
life out of Tennessee Tech. The Racers went on a 12-6 run after the
restart and led the rest of the way.
The break st.·emed to e~pecially
energize Petty, who scored the first

six points of the run for the Racers.
It lookcu as if the Racers might
losl' its grip on the game when Tennessee Tech narrowed the margin to
two points at the 2:48 mark when
Christian made a layup to make the
score 66·64. The Racers Wl're not to
be dt1nied, however, as they went on
a 9-0 run, which Petty's stellar second half sparked again , Lhat secured
the game.
Murray State made its frcl! throws
down the stretch and stretched the
victory to 12 points, benting Tennessee Tcl'jl 82-70.
The Racers outscored the Golden
Eaglcttcs 20·7 in points off turnovers
and l·njoycd 27 points of production
from the bench.
Christian led the way for Ten·

nesscc Tech, scoring 24 points and
pulling down seven rebounds.
After the game, Felton was optimistic ahtmt the team's ability to
impnwc on the success it enjoyed
Thursday.
"We just need to build on it." Felton said. "We l'an't relax. We want to
earn resp<.•ct for this program, nnd
\\'C tt.mk :1 step towards that tonighr.
We've gut to go out now and play
like we did t<might."
The Racers will get an opportunity to do just that when they takes lln
Southeast Missouri State at 3 p.m.
Saturday at the Shmv Me Center.
The lh•dhawks are 8-3 in the OVC
and are coming off :l 62-50 victory
over Morehead State Thursday
night.

Former wide receiver makes most of all-star game
Nathan CUnkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkenbeard@thenews.org
Former Racer wide receiver
Daniel Rumley may have caught
only one pass in the Las Vegas AllAmerican Classic Jan. 14, but he certainly made the most of it.
After two incompletions thrown
Rumley's way in the 15-play, 73-yard
drive, Tyler Emmert of NAIA Carroll College connected with the
Murray State wideout to put the East
team up 13-3 at the time.
Rumley said it was his second
time visiting Las Vegas and it was a
great experience for hlm.
"It was a real good honor to get
the invitation and be out there with
guys at respected schools," Rumley
said. "It just meant that all the hard
work I had put into football was paying off."
The game at Sam Boyd Stadium in
Las Vegas featured 100 seniors from
schools across the country. Eleven
receivers had receptions, but Florida
State tight end Matt Henshaw was
the only one with more than one
catch.
The East got on the board first
with a touchdown on its opening
drive, but the West countered with a
field goal to cut the margin to 7-3.
From there, the East began to take
control of the game, scoring 20
points in the second quarter to take
a 27-3 lead into the locker room at
halftime.
The East's second touchdown of
the game went to Rumley in the back

COllff<'~}'
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Former Racer wide receiver Daniel Rumley makes an acrobatic touchdown catch over Jackson St ate's Cletis Gordon In the
Las Vegas All-American Classic }an. 14. Rumley's reception put
the East squad up 13-3 en route to a 41-3 victory.
left corner of the endzone.
"1 told Coach during the walkthrough right before the game that if
we got inside the 30·yarJ line to
throw me the fade," Rumley said.
"We were on the five-yard line and
Coach looked at me and said 999,
which meant all fades."
To earn his touchdown, Rumley
had to make an acrobatil' t•atch over
Jackson State cornerback Cll!tis Gordon to earn his touchd<lWn.
"The only thing I remcmb~·r was
getting off the jam ofthl' DB (defensive back)." Rumley said. "I had to
turn around cause the ball was
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underthrown ;md the DB grabbed
my am1. The ball fell through. landed on his helmet, and I snatched it
and got bllth feet in bounds."
The West failed to get any
momentum in the second half, and
the East taclced on two more touchdowns to earn a 41-3 victury. Tulane
strong safety Tra Boger bad an interception and fumble return fur touchdowns that helped the Enst's <.'ausc.
Hailing from Birmingham, Ala.,
Daniel Rumley caught 35 passes last
season for 358 yards and two touchdowns as the Racers struggled in the
OVC . He had the most receptions

on the team and
was second in
receiving yards,
despite missing
two games with
an injury.
In u two·ycar
career at Murray
State,
Rumley
had 77 catches
for 954 yards and
eight
touchdowns. In three
Daniel
straight wct.•ks
Rumley put up
Rumley
impressiv...• numFormer
hers
against
wide recdvcr
tough opponents.
In consecutive weeks against Tennessee Tech and Jackson\'illc State,
Rumlc}' caught seven passes and had
a combined 165 yards. Th~· Racers
then traveled to Birmingham, Ala.,
and Samford University where he
had fllllr re..:cptions for 63 yards and
a touchdown.
Trouble ensued the week after
though. because Rumley had to sit
out the Eastern Illinois game wlth a
neck injury. Former Head Coach Joe
Pannunzio said the injury had the
potential to knock his rccei\ cr out of·
football forever, but Rumley battled
back to play in three of the team's
tinal four games.
Rumlt•y k·aves for Atlanta Mlmday
for six weeks to work out at Compct·
itivc Sports with Chip Smith. Jle will
also be working out for NFI. scouts
in hopes of hearing his name called
in April's 2006 NFL Draft. The
senior also graduates in May.
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Outdoor shows
offer seminars,
deals on goods

Facilities set to open
l~ith spring on horizon
Nathan CUnkenbeard
Sports Editor
ndinkt>nbeard(!,l,thcnews.org

Miller Memorial Golf Course has
received plenty of praise since opening in 1983, but with new facilities a
couple months nway from completion, the compliments can be directed to more than the 18 holes.
Construction for the new clubhous~. pro shop and pavilion near
completion, and Miller Golf Course
workers hope to have a grand opening sonwtimc in Mtlrch or April. In
three weeks, the pro shop will be
handed over to the course so the
moving process from the current pro
shop can hegin.
Will Snodgrass. the clubhouse and
pro shop manager, said the additions
to the course offer more than just
golf.
"It's n great opportunity," Snodgrass said. "Murray State, every year,
does a Great Beginnings. and as far
as I'm concerned. this is the great
new beginnings of Miller Golf
Course. We're looking forward to it.
and we're excited about it, and we
certainly want to cater to the people."
As golfers drive through thl' gate
cntrant·e and into the parking lot,
they will notice the addition to the
back of the original clubhouse
Cleaver Construction built. Inside,
members and visitors will have
access to the pro sh~lp, a lounge area
in which golfers can enjoy some tete-

"When Murray State
builds something it's first
class, and that's what we
got. "
Will Snodgrass
Miller Golf Course
Clubhouse/Pro Shop Manager
vision or food after a round. a conference room and restrooms.
The Racer golf teams also have
something to smile about as the new
building will feature private locker
rooms for the two squads. Team
members 1=an store their clubs,
clothes and other belongings in one
of the lockers.
Snodgrass said the locker rooms
will give the golf teams something
they never had in the current building.
"The addition of the two locker
rooms is a really great asset for both
the men's and women's programs,"
Snodgrass said. "Having the ability
to store their clubs and some extra
clothing. you know it's going to be a
good recruiting tool for Velvet
(Milkman) and Eddie (Hunt}."
Hunt said the additions will boost
his pitch to recruits when they come
to look at Murray State.
"We're not only trying to compete
with OVC schools, but we're trying
to compete with teams across the
nation," Hunt saitl. "With these facll·
ities I think it puts us up a notch."

Mike Eggleston of M &: M Painting puts a coat of polyurethane
on a column inside the new pro shop T uesday. In three w eeks,
Miller Golf Course will begin moving into t he new facility.
A new pavilion located across tlie
new clubhouse and pro shop will
give Miller Golf Course a chance to
host more tournaments with more
participants along with other member events like family reunions.
With a new look for all golfers to
enjoy, Snodgrass said he thinks the
makeover puts the course into a
whole new class in terms of quality.
"This is going to put us in the top
of the top," Snodgrass said. "We're
not a country club, but for a public
golf course, the facilities that we're
now going to have put us in a class
really better than everybody else."
The tiopc is to increase the
amount of golf and activities at
Miller Golf Course for the future, but

new

not only thr~ugh the
facilitie~.
Right now, t!Jnlvt!rSity 'faculty atHI
staff can get annual m~mbcrships for
$350, a $100 diSl'ount off the original
price.
With the project almost completed. Snodgrass said the final product
looks better than what he imagined.
The University Board of Regents
will host the dedication at a date not
yet determined.
"The whole package is fantastic,''
Snodgrass said. "You sec it on tht>
blueprints, yeah it looks good on
paper, but · to sec the attention to
detail, it goes along with everything
being done on campus. When Murray State builds something It's first
class, and that's what we got."

Thoroughbreds predicted to repeat last year's fiJ).ish
AutumnBoaz
Staff Writer
aboaz@rhenews.org

Before stepping foot on
the baseball field this season, the Thoroughbreds
were reminded of 2005's
outcome when the team was
pick~d friday in the prcsea·
son polls to finish fourth in
the Ohio Valley Conference.
After finishing in a tic for
fourth in the 10-team conference with Morehead
State last season, Head
Coach Roh McDonald said
the ranking was justifiable.
"I think, all things considered, that doesn't surprise
me that we arc ranked
there," McDonald said. "I
don't put a lot of stock into
preseason rankings. They
don't mean that much. I
don't think any of the coaches arc that concerned about
the preseason rankings in
comparisnn to final standings."
McDonald said his team
has continued to gain
respect during the past few

s

years and the ranking was
proof of the team's improve·
ment. In last season's pre·
season poll, the 'Breds were
picked to finish tied for seventh.
This year's team returns
17 players, including All
OVC First-Teamer Chaz
Ebert. top hitter Seth Hudson and pitcher West Harris
who finished 4-5 in 2005.
Nine new players complete
the 'Breds 30-man roster.

McDonald said he is
pkased with his team's
dynamic and is anxious to
see how the mix of players
collaborate on the field.
"We have a nice blend of
experience, and we feel
good about the new players
we've brought into the pro·
gram," McDonald said.
However. McDonald said
other teams in the OVC
would not have a drop off in
talent.
"Our league is very strong
now, and I think their's five
or six teams that could win
the league if they get their
breaks," McDonald said. "I
think we're one of those
teams."
Defending OVC champi·
on Austin Peay, which finished 38-24 last season and
18-ll in OVC play. took first
place in the preseason poll
with 77 points. Jacksonville
State, which won the 2005
regular seaS\ln title, was
picked to finish second with
76 points. Eastern Kentucky
rounded out the top three.
League coaches voted on

the preseason poll, which
was based on a poinr sys·
tern.
In his fourth year with the
team, Ebert said Austin Peay
would be his team of choice
to defeat simply because of
its first place rank. However. he said the preseason
ranks should not be the
team's focus during any
game.
"I don't think we can
worry about the rank. or
what other teams arc
doing," Ebert said. "Instead
of worrying 1 about what
other teams are doing, we
just have to worry about our
own business and we should
be fine."
Ebert said the polls
should not be a major concern for the 'Breds. ln his
opinion, the ranks arc used
to update the fans and help
introduce the new season.
"I think they're more significant to people who
aren't involved,'' Ebert said.
"I think they're more about
just putting something on
paper. I do think it's accu-

rate to an extent, but 1 don't
think there is any question
that even though we're
picked fourth we could win
the conference."
The 'Brcds play 15 of their
first 18 games at Reagan
Field with the season-opening doubleheader scheduled
for Feb. 18 against Wright
State. March 25 marks the
tc..•am's OVC opener against
Samford. Other OVC home
games include Eastern Hlinois (April 8·9), Morehead
State (April 22-23) and Tennessee Martin (May 6·7).
McDonald said his team
has been involved in some
form of practice since the
beginning of the fall semester, and he is ready to get
the season underway.
" I'm very optimistic that
we'll have a really good season," McDonald said. "We
have good veteran leadership. I kind of go into it
thinking everybody is going
to play as well as they possibly can, and if that happens,
then you have a great season.··
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As spring quickly approaches, sports·
men are putting away their hunting equip·
mcnt and getting out their fishing gear.
Spring marks the beginning of a nearly
eight-month long period known as fishing
season.
Fishing is probably my favorite thing to
do, and everything else in my life could be
second in line. If I could, I would fish
seven days a we~k. I would fish professionally on one of the many tournament
trails or maybe as a professional guide.
The full season of fishing and boating
kicks off in early spring. The weather
begins to warm, and people start to get
their boats cleaned up and their reels
oiled and restrung with fresh fishing line.
Fishermen
are
anticipating the first
day they get to go and
target some spawning
bass or slabber crappie. It's an indescribable feeling to be out
on the cool, calm and
productive lakes early
in the year.
A few exciting
events that come to
mind when I think
about the upcoming
boating and fishing
Warren
season are the many
King
boat and outdoor Outdoor columnist
shows. Boat and out·
door shows are great events for sportsmen to attend and Jearn about the new
products and technologies on the market
to help them better pursue and catch the
elusive fish.
In our area, we usually have at least two
shows, one on campus at the RSEC and
the other at JR's Executive Inn in Paduc.ah.
These shows allow vendors to set up
and display their latest innovations on the
fishing and boating market. The products
range from new, top-of-the-line bo<~ts to
improvements in the time-honored tradition of bobber or cork fishing.
One of my favorite outdoors shows to
attend is the one held on campus. The
22nd Annual West Kentucky Boat and
Outdoor Show was held Jan. 20·22 at the
RSEC. C&O Marine, Froggy 103.7, The
Murray Bank and Dean Owen CPA sponsored the event.
l' ~itl) the help from these fme spon~ors.
tbe sbow was abl.e to conduct the sbow at
no charge.
The show was a hit, and boasted over 30
vendors and seven boat dealerships.
There were even various activities set up
for children to keep them busy as their
parents browsed, such as a fishing pond
and an inflatable obstacle course.
Besides having a number of vendors on
hand, there were also three full days of
instructional seminars at the show.
Jack Devore, owner of Jack's Tackle
Shop and maker of Krappie Kats and Gill
Krackcr custom lures, had a big weekend
selling his custom-made bass and pan fish
lures. Devore said 108 were in attendance
Friday night and 87 attended Saturday.
Various boat dealerships throughout
the area were at the show offering their
products with a special rebate figured in
to help induce more people to buy.
One of those people who bought a boat
was a friend of mine. He visited the show
for no more than 30 minutes and talked to
the C&O Marine salespeople and, next
thing you know, he's a proud owner of a
2006 Stratos 201pro bass boat.
I was the next target of the Stratos dealer. However, I am very pleased with my
payment on a 2000 Triton TR-19 bass boat
that I own and currently am not interest·
ed in 50 to 100 more horsepower and
twice the payment.
I resisted temptation and said no even
though they offered me a very cumpt>ti·
tive price. They even tried to give m~ 11
better trade-in value than my boat was
worth, but I still held my ground.
So, if those interested find themselves
in the market for a new boat or any other
fishing equipment imaginable, a boat and
outdoor show should be their next stop.
Plenty of dealers offer the buyer a very
competitive .price that can't be found at
stores in the area.
Don't forget about the many seminars
offered. Whatever type of fishing they
may be interested in, there will be a seminar teaching those interestt'<l how to better use their new boat and equipment.

Warren King is the outdoor columnist at
The Murray State News. 1-:-mai/ comments
to wking@thenews.org.
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Rested Racers take lst place at Tennessee Tech match
AutumnBoaz
Staff Writer
aboaz@thenews.org

Judging from the results of Jast
weekend's rifle match, a long break
was exactly what the Racers needed.
Two months since the last match,
the Racers traveled to Cookeville,
Tenn., Saturday to compete in the
five-team Newkirk Invitational that
Tennessee Tech hosted. The Racers
received first place honors at the
meet with an aggregate score of 4,659,
a new team record.
"I think you just need a break sometimes, because we do practice a lot,"
Head Coach Ann Proctor said. "I
think having a little time off and being
able to relax, and not having to focus
on shooting was part of (the win)."
"And then I think we know this is
crunch time. We need to shoot some
really good scores to qualify for the
championships, so there's a lot of
motivation then!."
Memphis. Tennessee Tech, Austin
Pcay and Jacksonville State, which
nnished second in last year's championships. also competed in the match.
Out of 2,400 possible points in each
category, the Racers shot 2,317 in
smallbore and 2,342 in air rifle.
In the smallbore category, sophomore Cameron Hicks led the team
with 586 points, while Alex Culbertson followed close behind with 580
points out of a possible 600.
Freshman Bryant Wallizer. Hicks,

senior Brandy Boucherie and senior
Alex Culbertson competed in the air
rifle competition. Culbertson, with
590 points, and Boucherie, with 587,
each shot their personal best.
After Saturday's match, Culbertson
said his time over the past four years
had been well spent.
"It felt gn:at," Culbertson said. "It's
great to be finishing up my season or
my college shooting on a positive
note, knowing that it's paid off, and
I've gained the benefits for it."
Culbertson said he was happy with
his and wi~h the team's performances,
given the.recent circumstances.
"I felt the team performed excellent
given the amount of practice we've
had in the last two months," Culbertson said. "Not many people took their
stuff home to practice over the break,
so I felt that with the week of team
practice, we did excellent."
Proctor said Culbertson and
Bouchcric were standouts at the
match, but the significant improvement in aggregate points was a team
effort.
''Our aggregate score was 4,659,
which is 11 points better than what
we've shot all season, and I think we
can still pick up a couple of points
here and there," Proctor said. "We
can still improve a little bit, but that's
a great score for us. That'll help us
with qualifying for the NCAA championships."
After T hursday's match at Tennessee-Martin, one regular season

TaylorfThe

NPI\'5

Freshman Bryant Wallizer takes aim in practice. The Race rs took first place at Tennessee Tech.
match remains, and the NCAA sectionals follow Feb. 10-12 at the Pat
Spurgin Rifle Kange. Tennessee Martin will host the OVC championships
Feb. IH·l9, and the NCAA championship match will C<lncludc the Racers season March 10·12.
Proctor said this year's NCAA
championship qualifying rules differ
from previous ycnrs, which make the

remaining matches viwl in the team's
final rank.
"This year, it's multiple qualifier,"
Proctor said. "You can use your best
two scores from the road and then
your best !icore at home."
"Then they average those together
and then add in the designated qualifier, which is the score from the collegiate sectionals, which is coming up.

Then they average all those to get that
magic number and rank all those. The
top 17 get invited to the champit>nship."
This weekend, th<.' team will comrete in Martin, Tenn. at the Roger
Withrow Invitational, hosted by Tennessee-Martin.
The results of Thursday's match
were not available nt press time.

Young track team's season begins with Southern Illinois Invitational
Tommy Dillard
Staff Writer
tdill?rd@thenews.org

The men's and women's
track teams went through a
freshman orientation of sorts
last weekend as many team
members competed in their
first collegiate track meet.
The Racers kicked off the
2006 indoor season by taking
part in the Southern Illinois
Invitational in Carbondale, Ill.
Tht• freshman-laden teams
struggled against some tough
competition, but the young
teams gained valuable experience in the process.
"Coming off the break, going
straight into competition, it
was a learning experience,"

junior Chane! Morgan said.
"We have a lot of freshmen and
they got to put their foot in the
water and see what a college
track meet is like."
Head Coach Dereck Chavis
said that while the team's performance was not great, it was
satisfactory for the first meet of
the season.
ult was our first meet, so you
really try to put it in perspective," Chavis said. "You never
expect a stellar performance
the first time otit. We have to
put this in perspective, and
that's what I tell the team.
Don't let this one meet be the
tell-all of how your season's
going to go."
Two women's team members, freshman Kristen Heckert

and senior Lauren Wilson. leaping 1.58 meters. McKay also
found themselves ranked in the finished 24th in the 400. scortop five among OVC athletl'S. ing a time of 1:04.32.
Heckert holds third ur fourrh
McKay was one of the many
place in the 3000-meter run, freshmen who experienced
Chavis said. while Wilson sits their first collegiate meet last
at third in the OVC in the om'- weekend.
mile run.
"It was n little intimidating,''
Heckert, the team's number McKay said. "As far as high
two runner. finished seventh jump went, I was verr happy. It
out of 22 competitors in the wasn't the best I've ever
3000-meter run with a time of jumped, but with all the new
technique I've learned, it was
10 minutes. 44.41 seconds.
Wilson finished fifth out of good.''
21 in the one-mile run with a
Also for the women, Chancl
time of 5:24.92. She also fin- Morgan had a good showing in
ished 12th out of 31 women in the long jump, finishing ninth
the 800·meter run with a time out of 20 competitors and
of2:28.82.
. Jumpil'IS 5:36 met~.
: , 1,
Four-time statc champion
"I wa~n·t satisfied with that,
freshman Maggie McKay tied but for coming straight from
for fourth in the high jump. break (and) going into a com-

petition, I thought l did OK.''
Morgan said. "It gives me a
chance to sec where I'm at and
where I need to be."
For the men, John Gorey fin!shed fifth in the 3,000 with a
time of 9:04.49. Chris Chnmpion competed in tht' weight
throw and shot put, finishing
ninth in tht.• weight throw with
a distance of 15.51 meters.
Champion tinished 13th in the
shot put, with a score
13.46
meters.
The Racer team of Matt Ernsting, Melvin Finley, Gordon
Laster and Chris Fountain fin" i~l,ed• fifth out of eight tean1s in
11 tl1~ .. pten's. ...l6QO-m£~er,. ,clay
with a timtJ ..of3:3S.94.
No matter what the results,
the meet served as a starting

or

point and a team builder for the
young group, many of whom
do not know each other well
yet.
"Even if we aren't that close
yet, \\'C arc still a team and we
really came together as a to•am,
cheering each other ort," Maggie McKay said. "I think we
gained more team experience
than performance experience."
The Racers continue their
2006 indoor campaign at the
Indiana Imritational tomorrow
in Bloomington, Ind.
"£t's definitely a meet that's
one of the best in the Midwest,"
Chavis said. ''I think now that
everyone has one meet under
their belt. some of the cobwebs
and butterflies from the first
meet will be shaken off."

We praudlv brew Starbucks®conee

Grand Opening
Thursdav, Feb. 2, 2006
4 a.m. ribbon cutting
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • ••••••••••

Open: Monday - Friday 7 a.m. - 11 p.m.
& Saturday- Sunday 10 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Located in Regents Residential College

762-7050
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Sports Briefs...
First-year swim team travels
to Danville for competition
with Centre, Berea colleges
In its ftrst year as an official club
sport at Murray State, the swim team
traveled to Danville Friday to compete in a tri meet against host Centre
College and Berea College.
Eight team members made the trip:
Pierce Arnold, Andrew Beckman,
Heather Blakley, Justin Damron, Hallie Denstorff, Heather Ferguson,
Sarah Jordan and Wirawan Wijaya.
The Centre Colonels boasted a 28member team, and Berea brought nine
swimmers to the meet. Centre defeated both men's teams, but the Racers
took down Berea 44-33 head-to-head.
Murray State's women dropped both
duals against the two teams.
Murray State's men's medley and
freestyle relays and Ferguson in the
100-yard butterfly took home second
place finishes. Arnold placed third in
the 200 individual medley and 100
backstroke, and Wijaya captured two
thirds in the 100 freestyle and 100
breaststroke.
Saturday. the swim team will be on
the road again with a meet in Sewanee, Tenn. The University of the
South will host the meet, inviting
Murray State, Transylvania, Agnes

Scott and Rhodes to compete.
The recreation offlce is still looking .
to add more meets to the swim team's
schedule. The hope is the weUness
center can host a few meets during
the spring semester.
T he swim team is looking for anyone interested in improving stroke
technique, building endurance, competition and fun. Practices are held 89 p.m. Sunday, T uesday and Thursday
at the wellness center pool. There are
no actual tryouts and everyone is welcome to participate.
John Griffln, library head of circulation, coaches the team and can be
reached at 762-3511 with any questions.
courtt>Sy of John Griffin

Members of the new Murray
State swim team cheer on
Andrew Beckman and help
count his laps during the 1000meter freestyle. The team
practices three nights a week
and wlll have several meets
during the semester.

Former athletic trainer honored Racer basketball team continues Hart College to co1npete
as pioneer of sports medicine to lead Division I in free throws against PCC in basketball
Former Murray State head
athletic trainer Tom "Doc" Sim-·
mons was inducted as part of the
inaugural class into the Kentucky Athletic Trainers Society
Hall of Fame in Louisville Satur·
day.
Simmons served as Murray
State's ftrst athletic trainer
beginning in 1964 and effectively
brought sports med icine to
western Kentucky. At the time
of his arrival, there was only one
athletic trainer each at Louisville
and Kentucky.
Before coming to the University, Simmons earned his under·
graduate degree from the Uni-

versity of Detroit, and he
worked with the Detroit lions,
Buffalo Bills and the Detroit Pis·
tons.
His wife, Margaret, also put a
mark on Racer history serving as
the track and field head coach
and administrator for 38 years.
Simmons spent 27 years at Murray State and retired in 1993.
Roy Stewart Stadium's athlet·
ic training facility is named in
Simmons's honor after he helped
design and lay out the plans for
the r oom when the stadium was
being built in the late 1960s.
The Simmons' have been married for 37 years and still reside

For the third straight week, the
women's basketball team leads
all NCAA Division I teams in
free throw percentage.
The Racers are shooting free
throws at a .789 percentage, tops
in the nation despite a subpar
performance at Tennessee-Martin Saturday. Going into the
game with the Skyhawks. the
women had a 79 percent mark,
but a 10-for-13 showing (.769)
pushed the team's percentage
down by a thousandth of a point.
Two other Ohio Valley Conference teams arc in the top 20 in
the nation in free-throw percent·
age. Samford is fifth at .767, and

Tennessee Tl•ch is 16th at .753.
Freshman Amber Guffey leads
the Ra,·ers in both free throws
made and attempted going 43-of51. Her .843 percentage is one of
the best on the tl.!am.
Thl.! women also rank in the
top 100 of Division T schools in
scoring (26th at 72.8 points per
game), 3-pointers (38th at 6.4 per
game), fewest turnovers (65th at
16 per game) and ao;sists (93rd at
14.8 per game).
No individual players rank
among the nati,,n!.s be~t. but Joi
Scott's 20.2 points would be good
for 14th if she had played in 75
percent of the team·~ games.

Hart College men's basketball team will go
against Paducah Commu·
nity College Thursday at
the
Regional Special
Events Center in an ofticial collegiate game.
The game begins at 6
p.m. and will follow college rules, including a 35second shot clock and two
20·minute halves.
PCC Head Coach Don
Rudolph contacted Hart
athletics director Matt
Whitaker last season
interested in getting a
game together and actual·

ly attended one of the1r
games. Hart went 7-0 lac;t
season in the residential
college division, and this
season they are already off
to a 1·0 start.
Rudulph rhcn we nt
through the rccrcat ion
office to sched ule the
gaml'.
In return, Han's basket
ball team will travel to
Paducah for a return game
at 7:30 p.m. Feb. 13.
All students arrd facultr
are invited to come out
and support Hart Ctlllcgc
us admission is free.

Interested in getting a Ph. D?
The McNair Scholars program can help
you get ahead of the competition!
Eligibility requirements and an application form can be found online at:

http ://campus.murraystate.edu/services/ursa!mcnair.
For more information, call 762-5042,
or visit the McNair office located at 400N Applied Sciences Bldg.

APPLICATION DEADLINE: Friday, April 7, 2006
Program funded by the U.S. Department of Education
I
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what's your
The three most important letters
for college students
might not be GPA after all
Drinking Myths

"I'm more fun when I
drink."
R~ Believe

us, no one
thi.Jiks you're fun when you're
slurring, stur:nllling all over the
place. puking on your pillow, or
keeping your roommate up all
night. There'!:; a big difference
between laughing with someone and laughing at someone.
Do you really want to be someone's entertainment?

"EVeryone ctrr~us heavily at
parties so they can relax and
baPl8 out."
Re~: Though many people
use alcohol to help themselves
loosen up in social situations, if
you'd stop drinking for a sec to
take a c.loser look, you'd realize
that most people aren't drink. ing heavily. There are only a
few people who really get
trashed at parties, lose control,
embarrass themselves or
endanger their lives.

"It's .no one elSe's business
bow mach l CldJlk
l can~dle it."
Reality: If;you're drunk and

lose your ke~. then have to
pound on the ~oor:lllltil your
roommate Wakes up and lets
you in. that affects yo.ur roommate. In' fact, studies show that
one persons drinking habits
can affect an average of five
people other than the drinker.
Still think it's no one else's
business?

"If I didn't~ there
would be nothing to do at
D:1Y SdtO()I."
ReaUty: Uli, hello~ It's called a
college handJ.?9oK. Maybe you
stuck yours under your bed
after the first week of school.
Find it, read it and learn about
the clubs, sports. and service
organizations y.our school
offers. You may be surprised to
fina out how rttany people are
involved in ~acurricular
activities other than
the Drinking Team.

factsontap.org

e;Eiizabeth
Cawein
Assistant Lifestyles Editor
ecawein@thenews.org

Four- the number of nights Jessica Clarkson, junior from
Eddyville, consumes alcohol in an average week.
Fourteen - Clarkson's age when she drank at a party for
the first time.
Four to 10- the number of alcoholic beverages Clarkson consumes in a typical night of drinking.
Seventy - the percentage of college students Clarkson
estimates drink regularly.
Numbers may not lie, but Cl:lrkson isn't losing sleep
about the story thesl! numbers could tell about her
health.
"I have never really concerned myself with the health
risks associated with drinking," Clarkson said. "I am
always more concerned with having fun as a college student.
wr think I am a safe drinker - I always drink with
people I know. If I get into a situation, such as needing a ride home. I always have someone there who
is lookin~ out for my safety."
Clarkson ac:sociates drinking with
relaxing almost as often as with having fun
and partying. Her course schedule determines her party chokes, she said, but a drink
or two after a long day of classes would not
be unusual.
She said almost all of her friends drink
and perceives herself to be in the majority
among her peers.
"I would think that the majority of college students are drinkers considering all the people I sec at
bars. clubs. parties, etc.." Clarkson said. "Drinking is
socially accepted in college simply because of the stereo·
types of the typical college student.
"I'm sure there are exciting stories about the college students who do not drink or party, but people would rather
hear about who drunkenly did what and at which party."
But are these tall tales of legendary "drunk dials" and
alcohol-induced mishaps painting an accurate portrait of
collegiate drinking habits?
Clarkson and other students might be surprised
to discover that 57.4 percent of Murray State students consume zero alcoholic beverages per week
according to a 2004 University alcohol and drug
use survey.
Judy Lyle, health educator and staff nurse, said
the survey results arc fairly consistent from year
to year.
"The truth of the matter is that these numbers
correspond to national figures," I.yle said. "'The
belief is that college students drink, that it is a rite
of passage to drink heavily and party heavily.
"The truth is, it's only a handful of people. These are
the ones you see out at parties. You remember the person who was falling down drunk, not the person who is
sober, and it gives the impression that more people are
drinking."
Lyle said the annual survey contains questions on
demographics, alcohol and drug usc and general beliefs and
values.
Though it has been adminlstered in several different formats
in years past. it will be available online this semester for the
first time. Students will receive an e-mail with the link, which
will be live from Feb. 6 to March 6. Lyle hopes to get 1.500 students to participate.
The survey results help dictate how grant money is used
in the following year.
0 Programs such as AlcohollOI Plus. which nursing students presented to freshman orientation cJac;scs. and the
(' Public Safety fatal vision goggles program and alcohol
server training are all possible because of grant money.
"Server training is one of the biggest outshoots of the
surveys," Lyle said. "Since we have become a semi-wet
county, we need to make sure the servers are aware

of underage drinking. and
when someone has had too
much."
Three server training sessions are
right around the corner - Jan. 29,
Feb. 12 and Feb. 19. The first two sessions have reached capacity, and the Feb.
19 date is rapidly filling.
Beyond just local bartenders and wait staff,
Lyle said the training is important for any- 0 ()
one on or around campus who hosts parties ~
with alcohol.
~
"We want the individuals who host parties to
be involved as well. because they need to be aware of
whether or not someone has a fake ID, if they are
legal. if someone is drunk and getting into a car and
know their liability in those situations," Lyle said.
Because health services operates on campus with
daytime hours, Lyle said the nurses there don't
often see alcohol-related injuries or sicknesses. But
while a cut or scrape from a drunken fight may only
effect short-term health, she said there are more
long-term risks students should consider.
"The biggest thing I think students have to be concerned about with is any time you overdo anything alcohol. tobacco, anything - it effects the immune system,'' Lyle said. "Whether it's meningitis or even the common cold. if your immune system is down in the toilet
somewhere. you're much more susceptible to illnesses,"
Lyle said.
She also said being under the legal drinking age has more
implications than the law.
"When you're underage, we think of it as some number the
government has put on us," Lyle said. "You're old enough to go
fight in Iraq. but you can't drink. And it's true. But the deal is
your brain is still developing. You put yourself at risk for
injury. but your brain cells are at risk. too. Why risk that?"
Though protecting her mind is key, health concerns aren't
necessarily the No.1 reason Rachel Barkley, sophomore from
Paducah, abstains from alcohol.
"I choose not to drink because I feel like I shouldn't have
to in order to make friends or to have a good time," Barkley
said. "I also personally don't believe in drinking, so I try
and stick to my morals as close as I can.
"I also like meeting people sober who are also sober.
It makes people seem more genuine and you can get a
better sense of who they are."
'
She hasn't always been on the straight and narrow
when it comes to alcohol.
"During high school and even some in college, I did
choose to drink." Barkley said. "From these experiences, I learned that I didn't want to drink in order to '
have fun anymore.
''I knew it just wasn't for me. I have seen many of my
fril•nds choose to drink, and it just reminds me how I
don't want alcohol to be a part of my life. I don't need it,
so why usc it?"
Rarkley and Jessica Clarkson, though differing greatly in
drinking h.abits. both made high-end estimates about the
percentage of college students who drink.
"Unfortunately, I feel in the minority around campus simply
because when the majority of people go out on the weekends,
they are most likely going out to drink," Barkley said. "I definitely think that drinking has a social stigma attached to it.
Many people choose·to drink to have fun and loosen up before
meeting new people.
"Unfortunately, 1 think it often leads to drinking heavily
because some people feel uncomfortable in large groups if
they don't have a drink in their hand or they feel Like the can't
talk to people unless they are under the influence."
In terms of morality and values, she said the choice to drink
docs not make her think any less of her peers.
"I don't judge people that drink, or think that 1 am better
because I choose not to drink." Barkley said. "I just wish people
relied on their own natural personalities more to .make friends
and have fun instead of using alcohol as an excuse for acting out
of character - why not just be yourself?"

v ')

line ar1 by Phillip IJi~hon!Thc News

•
2006 Alcohol and Drug Survey

• AvaUable Peb. 6 tbrougb March 6
• Students wiD be e-maDed a Unk to the survey
• Students who c:omplete the survey wiD reeelve .U.
eouat coupon to Tbe Sugar Cube

*
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This Week
• Friday
Play
7
p.m.,
Campus
Lights, "How to Succeed in Business
Without Really Trying," $7 adults, $5 children, Lovett Auditorium

Concert
7 p.m., Live the
Dream Gospel Celebration, Curris Center Ballroom

• Saturday
Play
7 p.m., Campus Lights,
"How to Succeed in
Business
Without
Really Trying," $7
adults, $5 children,
Lovett Auditorium

• Sunday
IWJe
be
Time
to
announced,
Roger
Withrow Invitational
Rifle Tournament,
Spurgin Rifle Range

Play
2
p.m.,
Campus
Lights, "How to Succeed in Business
Without Really Trying," $7 adults. $5
children,
Lovett
Auditorium

• Monday
Basketball

7b

.

First secret society celebrates Murray history
Phillip Dishon

The Lifestyles llleCtloD lbow-

Staff Writer

ases a weekly ier1es leaturlaa
S04;lal GHek orpalzadoD8
Wider the Jaterfratendly, . _.

pdishon@t henews.org

When thinking of Greek life on campus,
the stereotypes of toga parties and keggers quickly come to mind.
The sisters of Alpha Delta Pi, however,
find community service projects and
companionship far more entertaining and
rewarding.
Joanlc Balbach, junior from Louisville
and president of Murray State's ADPi
chapter, said the sorority was formed
nationally May 15.1851, as the first sorority
for women. Nearly a century later, the
Murray State chapter was formed, she
said,
"We came to Murray State on Feb. 10 in
1968," Balbach said. "From then, we have
grown and expanded into the chapter we
are today."
The sorority sports a membership of 75
sisters. She said sorority membership is
based on several important guidelines that
govern rhe membership of other campus
sororities, too.
"We require a 2.75 cumulative CPA
average, and we look at outside activities,
whether (during) high school or college,"
Balbach said.
Aside from its long history on campus,
she said ADPi is devoted to serving the
community.
"Our national philanthropy is the
Ronald McDonald House," Balbach said.
"(This chapter is) assigned to a house out
in Albuquerque, New Mexico."
She said because of the distance, the sisters of ADPi also keep close ties to another Ronald McDonald House charity in
Nashville while remaining involved with
local community service organizations
and projects.

belleale 8lld Natlolial Paa-heiJeule COiiDdls.
Up ileSt week:
.A.1ph8 Gauaa Delta
AlpbaMd Alpba

File photo

Alpha Delta Pi sisters dance during the sorority's Battle of the Bands.
One such project is the annual ADPi
Easter Egg Hunt held during the st'ring
semester. Balbach said the event entertains local families during the Easter season.
"We invite (local children) to come
hunt for Easter eggs, and we always have
one of our sisters dress up as the Easter
Bunny," Balbach said.
Jessica Crockett, senior from Somerset,
said events like the egg hunt are important
to AD Pi because they can impact the community.
"We just thought it would be nice to
serve the community because we are
always recognized for our national philanthropy, and we just wanted to provide a

service to the town of Murray," Crockett
said.
To put on the hunt, she said AD Pi members spend their own money to provide
participants with eggs and other prizes.
"We don't have a sponsor," Crockett
said. "We just (take) out of our own
money to buy all the eggs and candy <IOU
(prizes)."
Meagnn Hensley, sophomore from
Frankfort and AOPi's executive vice president, said in previous years, the main
fundraiser the sorority sponsored was the
annual Jell-0 Slurp·Off.
However, to encourage more involvement from students who aren't involved
with Greek organi7ations. Hensley said

the sorority began a new fundraising tradition with its Battle of the Bands.
She said the event was very different
from the Jell-0 Slurp-Off because it combined competition and entertainment.
Several local bands participated in the
event, and many community members
attended.
Based on the initial response, Hen.'ilcy
said the event was a success for the sorority and the charity.
"We were very very proud of the participation in the concert," Hensley said.
"We were just really happy with the
turnout we had. And being that it was
something new, we were more than happy
with the proceeds we raised."
Joanie Balbach said the event's success
was a testament to the sorority's devotion
to the community and the members themselves.
"lt makes me very proud of my sisters
and makes me proud to call them my sisters.'' Balbach said.
Women interested in joining AOPi
should contact Balbach via e-mail at
adpi_president_eo@yahoo.com or Elizabeth Cawein. ADPi recruitment vice president, at adpi .rvp ~eo@yahoo.com.
Formal recruitment takes place each
fall, but the sorority also offers open
recruitment to qualified students
throughout the academic year.

5:l5 p.m., women vs.

Samford University
7 p.m., men vs. Samford University

Fraternity focuses on brotherhood, community

• Thesday

JanetRobb

Meeting

Lifestyles Editor

4:30 p.m., Campus
Activities Board, open
to the public, Curris
Center
Tennessee
Room

jrobb@thenews.org

•Wednesda~
Meeting
4:30 p.m., Student
Government Association Senate, Curris
J f
.,
Center Barkley Ro_?m

Meedng
2:30 p.m., Archaeology-Anthropology
Club, informational
meeting for 2006
CCSA Field School in
Jamaica. Wilson Hall
room 206

• Thursday
Concert

Alpha Gamma Rho h as the
best of both worlds - a fraternal
bond and professional interests.
"We're both a social and professional fraternity," said Justin
Mason, AGR president. "It's v.ery
strong for agriculture students
because 75 percent of members
are (agriculture) majors."
·• AGR established •a colony in
1959, and Mason, junior from
Henderson, said its charter was
passed in 1968. Since then, AGR
members have remained focused
on the fraternity and community
involvement.
"They're involved a lot
through organizations on campus, and (we) have quite a few
leadership roles in those organizations," Mason said. "We're
really strong in the (agriculture)
department."

Even though the fraternity
members involve themselves in
numerous organizations, he said
they still have to fight against
stereotypes dealing with Greeks.
"There are a lot of stereotypes
from non-Greeks," Mason said.
" I think they sec movies like
'Animal House' and think it's all
parties and poor academics.''
Mason said Greeks contribute
a great deal to the community
through raising money for local
philanthropic. organizations. •
Each fall. AGR asks the Murray
community to support Helping
Hands, its philanthropy for St.
Jude's Children's Hospital.
"We go out into the community and we rake leave and trim
bushes," Mason said. "Last year,
we helped out with Needline,
where they go door-to-door to
pick up food (and) assisted with
Meals on Wheels.''
Mason said AGR was fifth in
fraternities for overall GPA for

fall 2005, and the new members
were ranked third.
Alumni also makes the AGR
brotherhood strong.
"That is one thing we do try to
encourage, is to get involved and
be active after graduation," said
Joel Perkins, Alumni Relations
chairman.
Many members of the fraternity come back for Homecoming to
sec the many changes, Perkins,
junior from Chatham, lll., said.
"We have a large ,alumni base
that comes back during Homecoming, and that's a good time
for them to come back and see
the changes at the University,"
he said. "It's an opportunity to
reconnect with them and with
the chapter."
Justin Mason said a way for
men interested in joining a fraternity, is to come to Rush Week
Feb. 6 to Feb. 10.
··come out to Rush Week to
check out the fraternities,"

F-Ile photo

Alpha Gamma Rho brothers decorate the fraternity's
2005 homeco ming float before the parade.
Mason said. "We encourage
everyone to visit other fraternitics and to see what you like and
don't like about then and then
choose whichever one at the end

of the week will tit."
For more information about
AGR and their activities c·mail
Justin Mason, AGR president at
justino.masontaimurraystate.edu.

7:30 p.m., Murray
Civic Music Ac;sociation, "Drum Drum,"
$20 adults, students
free, Lovett Auditorium

• Feb. 3
Boxes and Walls
Curris Center, time to
be announced

• Feb.4
Boxes and Wails

l

--------

Curris Center, time to
be announced

Now Hiring
• News Writers
• Sports Writers
• Lifestyles Writers
• Graphic Designers
• Ad Designers
• Photographers
Apply Today
First floor of Wilson Hall
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Fifth album not charm for soft rocker
Assistant Lifestyles Editor Elizabeth
Cawein does the music reviews.
Duncan Sheik - what ever happened to
that guy?
Although it might seem like he faded
into one-hit-wonder obscurity, in reality,
the singer/songwriter who recorded the
1996 hit "Barely Breathing" never left.
''White Limousine" is his tifth major
label album and the one tic rnark on the
long list of pots he's dipped his hand in
since he disappeared from the pop radar
more than five years ago.
Since he last flooded the Jirwaves. Sheik
has written and recorded dozens of tracks,
penned songs for major movie sound·
tracks and composed scores for TV, film
and stage. His most recent album was
2002's "Daylight."
If you liked "Barely Breathing," or anything from Sheik's self-titled debut album,
"White Limousine" likely won't disappoint. He seems to have found a combination he likes - mellow, guitar-driven soft
rock with breathy vocals and informed
lyrics. The fact is, it works.
But it can't work on track after track
after track, especially not on an artist's
fifth album. Herein Lies the problem, and
there seems no excuse for it. He's had a lot
of chances to try new things.
If l wanted to hear "Barely Breathing,"
I'd go pick up n compilation of the hottest
hits of 1996 and pop it in my CD player. r
heard it quite a few times that year.
though, so I'd say I've had my fix for at
least the next decade.
This is not to say ''White Limousine"
musically fails at one point or another.
Indeed. it succeeds at every turn. The suc.ccsses are just too similar. Sheik's style
seems to be stagnant. You cnn slow down
the tempo or speed it up, change a few
chords and write new words, but if every
song is stylistically identical, the album

courtesy oi dunC.lfl>hPilccom

lacks progression. It is no longer a musical
journey because it never departs from
where it began.
Despite these complaints, "White Lim·
ousine" likely will find popularity in the
easy JLc;tening category of the Billboard
charts. Sheik's voice is pleasant, his writ·
ing is strong and the production is nothing
short of superb.
The songs to hear on this album are the
few that threaten to take off in another
direction, though all the promises arc
false. "Shopping," "Nothing Fades" and
"Fantastic Toys and Corduroys~ are all
worth a listen. The careful construction of
simple lyrical lines on "Fantastic Toys"
actually comes close to overshadowing
some other more complex tracks on the
album.
"I Wouldn't Mind" resonates emotionally - hypnotic, low and lulling. The majority of the song is in three, and Sheik's use of
meter sets the movement of the track. If
this album demonstrates anything about
Sheik, it is that he is, first and foremost, a
musician. He plays with meter and rhythm
to create almost unconscious moods in his
songs, an illusiveness. After you listen to
the song, you can't quite put your finger
on why it evokes the feelings it docs.
The unique twist about "White I.imou-

~~~--- This

sine" is that Sheik gives his fans the opportunity to do just that - figure out why a
song works. The album comes with two
discs. The first is the album in its original,
studio·recorded form. The second disc
allows listeners to reengineer any of the
tracks to suit, changing arrangements,
instrumentation and other elements. Perhaps this explains Sheik',:; decision against
being too stylistically adventurous. The
listener can take care of that
Admonishments aside, this i!i a bold,
creative move in popular music. The idea
that any artist, most of whom are fervently attached to their compositions. would
allow h is listeners to tamper with his creations is a bit of an oddity. Singers battle
constantly for creative sovereignty and
sole ownership of their songs as products
of their work. If the album itself doesn't
garner h im any attention, this feature certainly will.
If starting at the beginning is key to your
musical sensibilities, pick up a copy of
Sheik's self-titled debut Follow it with
1998's "Humming," 2001's "Phantom
Moon," and 2002's "Daylight," only if
you're interested in investing in a whole
lo'- of music that sounds exactly the same.
There arc more than a few hints of evidence on "White Limousine'' of Sheik's
intrinsic talent. Maybe after five more
albums he'll take it out for a spin.

--

No note: only if you're desperate.
One note: worth a listen, but don't bother
paying for it.
Two notes: a decent record, try before you
buy.
Three notes: worth the money.
Four notes: a future classic.

"Book of Dalliel" gets ax
after media controversy
Ja netRobb
Lifestyles Editor
jrobb@thent!ws.org

After only four episodes,
fans of NBC's "The .Rook of
Daniel," will sec no more.
The controversial shuw was
about an Episcopalian priest
who has an alcoholic wife, a
gay son, a drug-dealing daughter and an adopted. oversexed
son. The fact he had conversations with Jesus crentl'd a stir
among many conservative
groups after the show's Jan. 6
premiere.
According to the American
Family Association, after
receiving 678,394 e-mail comp laints and viewers threatening not to buy products advertised during the show, NBC
decided to cancel.
According to the AFA Web
site, "the AFA represents and
stands for traditional family
values focusing primarily on
the influence of television and
other media - including
pornography- on our society."
The AFA urged families to
contact their NBC affiliate and
voice their concern about the
program and with advertisers.
Local NBC aftiliate WPSD,
based in Paducah. aired the
show to give viewers the
opportunity to make their own
decisions about the show. said
David Jernigan, vice president
of sales and programming.
"We felt like it was a deci-

sion our viewers had to make whNher it was appropriate or
not - for themselves," Jernigan
said.
lie said the station did
receive many e-mails ~howing
support
and
displeasure
toward "Daniel."
"If people didn't watch the
show and (it would) get bad
ratings, stations would drop it
and that's what happened,"
Jernigan said.
The premiere drew 6.9 mil·
lion viewers, but by episode
four, only 5.8 million were still
watching.
David Simmons. pastor of St.
John's Episcopal Church in
Murray, said the show was
funny and people took the
show too seriously.
"It wasn't something 1 would
turn to for deep spiritual
meaning," Slmmon5 said. "It
did seem tu put n face on religion."
Since tht• show starteu. Simmons followed the coverage of
the show's advertising battles.
"They wt.•re saying earlier
beforc the ArA got involved.
NBC had a hard time getting
advertisers set," he said.
Simmons snid the setup of
the show was ridil'tdous
because then~ is no way all the
dysfunction could happen
within one family or church.
"I enjoyed it while it was on,
and I'm sad to sec it go," Simmons said. "But it's comedy- it
either makes it or not,"

Week in Entertainment ----m~~=

• Albums

• Box Office

• Songs

• DVD

• Books

• Web site

1. The Breakthrough

1. Underworld: Evolutions

I. Grillz
Nelly featuring Paul Wall, Ali
and Gipp
2. Check On It
Beyoncc featuring Slim Thug
3. Run ltl
Chris Brown
4. Don' t Forget About Us
Mariah Cnrey

1. Wedding Crashers
(Widescreen)

1. The Da Vinci Code

alcoholscrecning.org

Dan Brown

A free alcohol screening
available on alcohl>lscreening.org can help drinkers
determine whctht•r their alcohol consumption habits an!
average, risk-y or dangerous.
After completing the short
survey, users d~·emcd "at
risk" are directed on gl.'tting
hcln and offered more jnformation about alcohol abuse.
Murray State Health Services
recommends the Web silt:.

Mary J. Blige
2. Unpredicta ble
Jamie Foxx
3. Some Hearts
Carrie Underwood
4. Curtain Call: The Hits
Eminem
5. Duets: The Final Chapter
The Notorious BJ.G.

2. Glory Road

3. Hoodwinked

4. Fun With pick and Jane
5. Cheaper by the Dozen II

5. Stlckwitu

2. Two for the Money

W.E.B. Griffin

3. Transporter 2

3. The Cat Who Dropped a
Bombshell

4. Lord ofWar

Lilian Jackson Braun
4. S is for Silence
Sue Grafton

5. W eddlng Crashers (Full
screen)

The Pussycat Dolls

Source: BillboarcJ.com

<;ource: Cheri Thealrl'S

Sourc~: Billboard.com

2. The Hostage

Source: Bcstbuy.com

S.Mary, Mary
James Patterson

Source: nylinws.com

1700 Lowes Drive
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759-3003

Now accepting
applications
for Fall 2006!
Where will you be living this
Fall? Murray Place offers
2- and 4-bedroom, fully
furnished apartments, each
with private bathrooms and
washers and dryers. Other
amenities in this luxury
student community include:
• Sparkling swimming pool
• Exciting community
events
• Clubhouse with ping
pong, poolandfoosball
tables
• Tennis courts
• Fitness Center
• Cable package including
HBO and Cinemax
• All-Inclusive rent with
electricity, water, cable,
and high-speed internet
• Current rates starting at

$299!
www.MurrayPiace.com

I

Adam Duley
Andrew Healy
Brandon Fenwick
Bray Melson
Cory Walker
Dan Mathis
Daren Meadows

Hunter Brown
Jacob Lee .
Jordan Savage
Michael Perkins
Nick Bremer
Nick Tompkins
Tyler Geib
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Drama, comedy, romance in store for spring line up
Casey Northcutt

"The moral of the plot of the
story would be to face your
cnorthcutt@thenews.org
fears and come to grips with
what you need to do to move
A girl kills herself with her on," said David Balthrop, chairlover's dagger, a young woman mao of the theater and dance
reflects upon her abusive department.
Balthrop said the play has a
childhood and a little boy faces
his fear l,f an excessively hairy darker and more foreboding
man in three Murray State feel than most children's theater. The Jark set - setting the
plays this semester.
"Romeo and juliet," "How I stage with swampy cypress
Learned to Drive" and "Wiley trees and dull, grayish colors and the Hairy Man" will open and earth-toned costumes will
this spring and offer audiences enhance this aspect.
"This show, I think, lends
alternately romantic, tragic,
funny and thought-provoking • itself more to college students
than most of the (children's)
experiences.
A children's fab le, "Wiley shows we do because it deals
and the Hairy Man" will turn with fears," Balthrop said. "It's
Lovett Auditorium into a not dealing with children's
murky, Sasquatch-inhabited issues. It's dealing with fear,
which is everybody's issue."
swamp.
Next. William Shakespeare's
The play tells the tale of a
small boy, Wiley, who harbors famous love story "Romeo and
a fear of a legendary "hairy 1ullet'' will grace the stage of
man" wandering the swamp the Robert E. Johnson Theatre.
The familiar tale of two
where he Jives. With his mOther's encouragement, Wiley sets brash teenagers and one tragic
out to confront the man and, miscommunication contains a
new twist when it opens at
consequently, his own fear.

Staff Writer

~~~-..,;::;,

Murray State. Instead of meeting their fate in Renaissance
Italy, Romeo and Juliet will
kiss and die in 17th century
America.
"We want to introduce it to
Murray audiences in such a
way that they'll get a better
understanding of what has
turned out to be a classic talc,''
said Bob Valentine. director.
·•so. we're going to have a little
fun with it.
''I have asked the designers
to move it to colonial America,
pre-Revolutionary War America. Our audiences, I think, will
be better able to make the link
because it's colonial America,
something they're familiar
with."
Valentine said he also wants
to convey that Shakespeare's
story deals with more important issues than teenage love.
He wants to put the focus on
other aspects of the play that
reveal truths about relationships and society.
"It's a story of conflict,"
Valentine said. "It's a story of

the inherent evil of generational vendetta. and that is
what kills the love issue.
Shakespeare didn't write down
a love story. lt's really nbout
families. It's about societies,
and when you read it, it's quite
clear."
'
"Romeo and juliet" will cast
30 to 40 actors to recreate
Verona and Manchua, the
cities that serve as the play's
setting. However, several
actors will have to double up
on roles to fill Shakespe'.lre's
impressive list of 50 to 60 characters.
"I'm still working on doubling the actors," Valentine
said. "Shakespeare, of cours~.
did that with a limited acting
company. People would take
on different roles. A man
would become a woman ... he
made crowd scenes out of very
few people. We're going to
have to do the very same
thing."

Valentine said he plans to
stick to Shakespeare's set conventions, which use a nearly

bare stage. However, he
promises the costumes will be
"a real thread show."
The last production of the
semester, "How I Learned to
Drive," will open in the Black
Box Theater as a provoking
look into the uncomfortable
topic of sexual abuse.
Set in the '60s and '70s, the
play focuses on a young
woman as she reflects on her
life, including a seven-year
relationship with her uncle
that eventually results in sexual abuse.
"It tackles an issue that people don't like to talk about p~dophilia, it gets into issues
like that - sexual' abuse," said
Jonathon Awori, director.
"Although they are taboo and
people don't like to talk about
them or look at them, they
should be looked at, and it's
done in such an effective way
in this play."
He said the playwright, Paula
Vogel, uses humor to disarm
the audience so they can look
at lhe subject in a new light.

"I think a play that gets us
looking at some stuff that
maybe we should be talking
about or be aware of or think
about in more than just the surfnce way is a good thing,"
Awori said.
The production will use five
actors with simple sets and
costumes, keeping the focus on
the play itself and the topics
with which it deals. Three of
the actors will become various
people throughout the story,
and two will continuously play
the woman and her uncle, the
complex characters who communicate Vogel's message.
"The playwright argues that
we live in a culture of victimization, sometimes, in which
people want to dwell in the
trauma, in the traumatic event
that has happened to them
instead of truly confronting it
and moving on," Awori said.
He said the play's direction
surprised even him, but urges
audiences to open their minds
to the issue because it's wor th
discussion.

ACOUSTIC & ElECTRIC GUITARS
AMPS - KEYBOARDS & MORE

mainstreetguitars.com

appli~ll!I9V!er tllt phone and
have you nn answer in about an hour.
We al.so offer income tax pn:pmatiou.
We can beat an)'one's price and can have you in and out in
20 minutes! No appointments necessary!
call or come by.

Tueday- Friday 10 am.- 5 p.m. • Saturday 12 p.m. -4 p.m.

• Comprehensive
Exams for Glasses &
Contact Lenses
• Treatment of Eye
Infections
• Walk-Ins Welcome

UNIQUE MEXICAN FOOD

753-0735

DELI SANDWICHES • CAJUN S,PECIALS

Bring in last years and let's compare!

SALADS • SOUPS. LOCAL BARBEQUE

...
World

~

.Finane~ t.:orporation
942 S(luth t 2th Street

Murr<~y.

KY. 42071 • C270) 753-07.l5

753-5507
EYES &EYEWEAR

Dr. Douglas-W. Payne

11 a.m. • midnight • Open Monday • Saturday
Happy Hour 3 p.m. - 6 p.m. daily
The area's best bands live every Thursday!

In Olympic Plaza, Next to Los Portales, Murray

Feb. 2 .. Bone Pony

Take a look at our large Selection
of Designer Frames and Sunglasses:

GUCCI
kate spade

Feb. 9 - Murr-Vegas Allstars

Arm ani
RALPH LAVREIII
Tommy Hilfiger
BURBE RRY Valentino

RALPH

Under 21 welcome in dining room except Thursday
9 p.m. ~ midnight

Check us out at
www.murraymenus.com/BigApple.html

"(.}ualil!J E..)Jccnn•_jix tile E11tir(' Fnrnil!l· ..

Comer of 10th & Arcadia • 759-8866

Behind Cheri Theatres

CLASSIFIEDS

I

FOR SALE
Ford GT i1413 hrand new. ~,!lac k with
silver and all f.Jctory options. Only 23
mile~. SI b5.500 A~k for Gt•ne at
I - 888 -78 I -I 000
Building ~alt:l "Bt>Jt Next lnc:rea~e!"
20x2f> .\low $H4Q. 2.5 xl0 S4790.
30x40 $7,340. 40x6ll $I 1,490. ractorv
Direct, 2() year!.. M.1ny others. EndS/
,Jcce!-Soric~
optional.
Pioneer
1-800-bfl8·5422.
SAWMILL<; irom only $2,7951 Convert
yoUI lOGS TO VALUABLE LUMBER
with your Norwood portable b,tnd
sawmill. Log Skidd1·r~ also available.
www.norwoodindustrle,;.com FrC;>e
mformatiun:
Hl00·578·ll6.1
extJOON
Wolff 1 anning Beds. Buy Direct ann
Sawl full body units from $22 d
month! rree Color Catalog. C.1ll
Toddy!
1· 800 -842-1 i05
WW'!'·np.etst<~n~com

Find aiford<thiP renlill hou~ing on
www.KyRerlt$.org! Free ~c·.uching,
irt-e li~ting~! Provided IJy the Kentuct.:y
Hou>ing Corpor.ttion . Equal Housing
Opgortunity.

HELP WANTED
Rolla'~ Place The Wholesome Cafe
Apply Now! Opening Feb. 1st Location 615 South 12th street. Contact
Rolla (270) 767·1j17 fo_r interview

Bedroom Magic Boutique loGJted at
the Kentucky Oak~ Mall in Paducah
now hiring ~airs managers and sales
agents. $15 rer hour plus incentive
bonuses. Fal or part time flexible
hours. Call (270) 443-9795 for an
interview.
OIN THE SOUTHWOODS WAY
AND HAVE SUMMER OF YOUR LIFE!
Southwoods is a co-ed residential
children's comp in the Adirondack
Mountain<; of New York. Southwoods
is seeking ENTH USIASTIC, ENER·

GETIC, 1\ND FUN·lOVINC individu·
als to make a positive impact on aa
child's life. Po§ition~ are available in
the areas of: cabin specialists, athletics, out-door adventure, creative and
performing arts, water sports, and
much more! Benefits of working at
Southwoods include Salary, Travel,
Room, Board, Laundry, and much
morel For more information and to
complete an application please con·
tact us... www.southwoods.com 1888-449-3357
Firefighters: Learn iir~;>fighting skills.
Gredt pc1y, hcnPf!t$. Mu~t reloc·ate. I 734 yrs old; hs diploma. Call M·l 800·
284-628ll
Partnrrship opening with KY business
profes5ionals pl,mning natinnal tho~in
or' entcrt.unmf'nt iddTitl<l~ and music
themt'!d restaurants. Co·ownershir.
ground floor oppqrlllnity. $7),000.
SIJ2-%9-196S, 1-800-880· I 310.
Medical Technologist: Full-Time 11p7il. Bac:helor·~ de!:rCl' re11ulred: plus
ont'-ycar internship in a hospital setting. Must be registered through ASCP
(MLTI, Hf\'V <MT), AMT (Ml) or equiv·
alent. Apply online at w\vw.omhs.org
or fax resume to: 270·o88·1 099

.

.

Radlnlion 1herapist: Full-nme. Previousexperiencc operating a Varian Lin·
ear Accelerator including OBI and
portal Jcc~·ssories re<tuired. Regbtcred
or registry eligible by the ARRT in
Radiation Therapy and currt•nt licen·
sure with the Srate ot Kentucky
tC'CJUired. Minimum 1-yE"ar Radiation
Therapy preferred. for more informa·
tron visit our website W\'1/W.omhs.org
dick on the link for Mitchell Memori·
al C<tncer Center. Apply via the weir
site or ic~x re~ume to 2 70-6R8-1 09q
Teachl'r Rt>cruitment Fair Sponsored
by Wrswrn Virginio1 Public Education
Consortium· Friaay, Febru<~ry 3, 2006
(4pm to 8pmi- Silturday, February 4,
2006 19am to 1pm)- Salem Civic Center, 1001 Boulevard, Salem, VA· Participating School Division will solicit
application~ tu fill600+ vacancie. For

,1 uniform job <~pplrc<~tion and intorm.1tron vistl www.wvpec.org- job Fair
or c.dl (540!831-6399 or (540l831fl414. p,,rticipating Vlrginia school
division&: Al lcgh~ny, Bath, Bland,
Butetourt, Cmoll, Covington, Craig,
Floyd. Franklin, Giles, Henry, M,utinsvill(· City, Montgnmrry. Po~trick,
Pulaki, Roanoke Clly, Roanoke CountY, ~.1lem City and Wythe.

Announcing $.!'0/mile l<lr all OTR
mrii.'S evt•rywhere! Wc'IT' raising pay
in 2006! One year over·the-road experirnce rt•quired. Heat1land Express 1800·441 o-4953
www.he<~rtldndex
press..:om
Delta Trucking 5Lhoul: Accepting
Trair1ee for Werner, Swift, CR [ngl..tnd. other;! 16 dity CDtl $1) down,
~tudt>nl financing! Tuition retmbLtrsement avail. Job placement ~s.st. MooSun 1-800-883-017h6
Driver· Covenant Transport. Excellent
pay & Bl-'neflt~ for experrPnced drivers.
OiO, Solos, Teams & Gradua te students. Bonuws .lVaililble. Retrigl'raft•d
1101' .JvaiiJble. 888-MORE-PAY (!lf18667-372<!)
.
Driver,

Owner

Aver~ge

Opero~tors, Comp.1n~-:

$1 .30/ mile. Homf' wN•kcnds, during wet>k. No forced 'disp<liCh. Plilte progrdm. Oldc·r truck~
wekoml'. Qurc.k Statt. C.1ll Max at
T&TI 1·800·Sll-0082
Drivers: Arl' you looking for a DEDI·
GATED lOB to get you home more?
We list jub openings in yolll Jred!
Positions gener.1lly oft"t>r; •W~>ekly
home-time; locul runs gc:t you home
d,tily. •Avg $800 to $1000 per wk;
cpm earnlng~ vary by p05ition,
•St<'ildy Wl'l•kly p:ty with fewer ups
and downs than OTR d11vrng, "Dedr·
catPd li~tings include own<•r.ops,
tc.1ms, fbrbed, pM-timP and more.
Check openings at www.HotDD).corn
and enter our swl!epslake~. One lucky
etas~ A driver will win a new Polaris
ATV in March! Or rttaister by phont~
,mcJ le.Jrn more about Johs by rai ling:

1·8~8·423·84::,? CDt ~e r('qu~n~,

DriVers/ CDL·A Van & Flatlwd Drivt'r~,
$60,000 plus y('arlv IXltentidl. High
weekly milL>!>, 1 yr ·liT exp. $MX 1800-.!47-8040 www.~mxc.rom
Drrwr~: Class-A !Jrivt'r~. Louisville &
Gtwgctown, KY. Y.trcl joLke~', lor·al &
regronal (2yr r<>t:Pnt PXp rt.•quiredl.
866-270-1665 www.ahdriwrs.rorn

Drlv«rs. Did ) <JU aver .)gL' $1 . en in
your Ttadpr 1>1 SI .4'i in yuur ~h.1ighl
truck lo~st wec>kl Our drivers diu! TrrSt.•lt.! F~·~litt>d ll88-l20-54~·t
Driver5, Guo~r;mteed home weekends,
Sign·un bonus, Up to ·14tpm st.\rting,
1st yr!<tr $50,000+. New trucks comIng. No slip se.11lng, CxpNiencP
r!•quired. ~!0-441:4271 ext. KY-100.
Drivers- SEMI OwnN Operators! [arn
up to $1 A 1 per mile. fr<'t' Ba~e plate&.
permits, qual-com. No touch freight!
Drivers. Check us out. 1·800-879248n ~zsr:.
Drivers- Seml-OTR Top pay for expen·
em:e, bcnelits, quality home time plus
reefer regional .lnd ded1c:ated posrtrons
lor upper Mtdwest. Cull BUSKE
1-800-879·2486 x28u
If you c.m drive, you can buy! No
credit/ No problem! New lease purchabe program Owner Operators
nccrk'Cl ror -18 :.lates & reginn:~l Runs.
Cai1800-891j.OQ17,
Major Trucking companle~ need
t£Jint>es! No Pxperrcncel Nll money{
BJd C'.It•dir? No problem! Company
sponsored train rng avililable. Great
income• and benefits, Start immedlalely. Calll-877..~43-8269
South<>rn Pines drivers .wcrage
$1,000/wk. We Ho;~ul low-level h.1L·
ardou~ containers on flatbeds. Class-A
CDL <Jnd ex1wrience. Greo~t berwfits &
hom" l tme. 8h6-8l8-3'>59

trdin rng Jvailahle. Call today! 1-800J9U-9908.
Transi<'r Drivl'rs Need 20 COL Cla$S·A
ur ll OTK Dnvers lo transfer motor
homes. W<~i~hl trucks, tractors. Jnd
buses.
\'ear
10und
work.
1-ll00-501-17!11

EDUCATIONAl
Earn Degree online (rom home ' Mrxlrcal, •Busr nes~. •Paralegal, •computers, 'Crimin.11 lusficP. job pl.u;ement.
Computer provided. Financial aid if
qualify. f866)1l';S.2121 www.onlineftdewal<'rh'Ch.com

BAHAMASSPRING BREAK CElEBJUTY
CRUISE! 5 Days From $2991 lndu~
Meals, Taxes, Entry To Exclusive MTVu
h ents, Beach Parties With Celebrities
As St!en O n Real World, Road Rules!
On Campus Reps Needed! Promo code
44 www.SpringBreakTravel.com 1.
8()().678-6386
CAN CUN, ACAPULCO, JAMAICA
Ftom $499! Travel With America's
Largest &Ethics Award Winning Spring
Brealc Company! Fly Scheduled Airlines, Free meals, Drinks, Biggest
Celebrity Parties! On.Cam~ Markel·
ing Reps Needed! www. ringBreakTravel.com 1-800.678-638

--~------

MISC.

HEALTH
Family He.Jithcare w!prescrrption
plan! $69.95/ mo, Nationwide Coverage, no limitations. Includes: Doctors,
Dent.tl, Vl~illn, l iosp. & more. Every·
one <Jccepted! Ci!ll: WCG 800-28119214 extlc_l_U_cc._ _

SERVICES
mvoru~

$195, lntorporauon $195.
Your <1ltemative to expensive legal
fees! 1·800-303·1170 or ncdproser·
vlce®aol.com
LocJIInternPt Access. Serving all Ken·
tucky. www.EKNS.nct. Be online in 5
mini No crt>dit card needed. Email
virus protection. 1-877-796-02!19_
SSCASH$$ Immediate cash for strucrured sertlf~ments, annuities, Law suit,
mortgage notes & cash ftows. IG
Wentworth #I 1-a00-794-731 0.

Attention Homeowners• Display
homes wanted for vinyl siding, windows, roofs, kitchens. Guaranteed
finandngl No payments until June
2006. Starting at $99 month. Call 1800-251-0843 _ _ _ _ __
HUNT F.LK, Red St.1g, Whitetai l, Buffalo, Wi ld lxJiir. Our season: Now·
3/31/06. Guaranteed license. $5.00·
trophy in two d.ws. No~gdmc/ No-p<~y
policy. Days (3141209-9800; evenings
(314)293·061_0_ _ _ _ __
Old Guitars Wantpq! FendPr, Gibson,
Grctst h,
Martin,
D' AngPilco,
Rickenbacker,
and
Stromberg,
Mosrltc. 19JO's thru 1960's. Top cash
pa td! 1_-800-40 1-~440
Were You <1 COMBAT INFANTRYMAN? join your brother~ In a national
organizo~tion. Free ilpplication write:
ClB, 1014 Center SL, Catlett~burg, KY
41129.

TRAVEL

#1 Spring Break Website! low prices
guaranteed. Free Meals & free
Drinks. Book l1 people, get 12th trip
free! Group discounts for 6+ 800·
There .ue no layofi~ in tflrtking. Train
in ycM hackyMd. CR England i~ hiring I 838·8202 orwww,Spr ingBreakDis·
counts.com or www.Leisurelours.c:om
rn your Me.\ . Company sponsored

·-- ,.
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Student play
shows 'How
to Succeed'
I

Janet Robb
Lifestyles Editor
jrn/1/J(tf'lhen~s.org

1'hc newest Campus Lights
production mCikes makin~-; it to
the top easy.
The 1960s satire about the
business world, "How to Succeed in Business Without
Really Trying," focuses on f.
Pierrepont finch. Finch, a win·
dow washer dreaming of bigger things, decides to climb the
~orpl.lrate ladder after re~1din~
a book.
"Finch is an anti-hero," said
McCall. co-director and senior
·front
Greenfield,
Tenn.
"Whenever he exhibits ethical
behavior, it kind of backfires
on him in gt'tting a head in
business. so he has tu stay
underhanded the whole time."
lie said after Finch meets
T~llSl'lllary.
the
character
becomes more sincere and
evcntulllly gets caught.
Christopher Kcm, who plays
Finch. said his character is
kind of a hero and sees a lot of
himsl·lf in the role, which
made it easy and fun tQ play.
"H;u;ically what (Finch} does
is buy :1 hook and (it) tells him
how tu climb the ranks of the
corporate ladder,'' said Kent,
senior from Marion, 1!1. "He
starts out in the mail room, and
he kind of manipulates his way
to the top ... (by) stepping on
toes and getting people fired
or taking their positions as he
goes."
He said getting the production together was a challenge
because unlike most plays, the
cast unly• bad two weeks after
the break to get ready.
"That's what also makes it
fun (being) under pressure to
get it done.'' Kent said. ··It'~ fun
just In come back early anJ
hang out with music and theater people."
Gina Pfanm•rstill, senior
from Murr:ty, "aid her charac·
ter, Miss Kmmholtz, was a fun
and inll'rcsting character to
play.
"Well, the way I play her,
she is just crazy," Pfanncrstill
said. "I have a really high
pitched annoying voice (;md}

she's promiscuous of the ca.<>t. "~
Campus Lights, which Phi
Mu Alpha and Sigma Alpha
Iota present, is a chance for
music and theater students to
showcase their talents und for
the organizations tn raise
money for a four-year scholar·
ship.
''(Campus l.i~hts) used to be
a way to just entertain and pro·
mote music and it evolved to ...
a s~holarship," said Michael
Melton, chairman of the board
of producers.
Melton, senior from Providence, said the scholarship
goes to an incoming music student every four year~. and this
year, a new student will be
selected since the current
scholarship holder'li time has
run out.
"We put approximately
$2.000 u semester into thl'
scholarship, so each year. our
goal is to make a minimum of
$4,000," he said. "We usually
make close to 58,000."
Melton said this yeur's pro·
duction was -:econJ to 2005's
"Annie Get Your Gun" and
even longer. On average, the
plays are two hours but "How
to Succeed" is two and a half,
he said.
•
"It is just a fun show,"
Melton said. "It kind of relates
to the students, it relates to the
community and ultimately
that's what we want to do. We
want to give the community
something to enjoy."
To reserve tickets call (270)
762-4288.

Rashod Taylor/Tht' Nl'w5

(Right) Bratt, played by Brad Brauser, freshman from Mt. Vernon, Ind., congratulates J. Pierrepont Finch,
played by Christopher Kent. senior from Marion, DL, after hiring him.

'Bow to Sacceed Ia
Business Without
Really Ttylog'

Cast members of'How to Succeed in Business Without Trying' perform a musical number about secretaries.

Where:
Lovett Auditorium
When:

7 p.m. tonight and
Saturday
2:30 p.m. Sunday
Amanda Von Kannl'Vfh(l Nl'nS

Admission:

SS students
$7 adults

(Left) Male cast
members fawn over
the new secretary
during rehearsals
Tuesday. The musical opened Thursday in Lovett Auditorium and comes to
an end Sunday.

Rosemary, played by Nichole Casteel, junior
from Evansville, Ind., yells at a secretary,
played by Amanda McGuire, senior from Benton. for wearing the same dress.

Am.m<ll Von l<cl1111l'lfiiH' '1/ew,

(Left) Finch, played by Christopher Kent, Bud Frump. played by Adam Denison. sophomore from Hopkinsville, and Mr. Twlmble, played by Kenneth Oeth, senior
from Carmi, Ill., sort mail in the 69th Annual Production of Campus Lights presented by Phi Mu Alpha and Sigma Alpha Iota.

